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Some time ago I made researches chiefly genealogical concerning the newlv
risen bureaucrats in Kiangsi and Szechwan at the Five-Dynasty-Sung period. 
Here I should like to study Fukien in this connection. 

I. Those Recorded as Immigrants from 

Kuang-chou District in Honan 

During the T'ang period, the Fukien region formed part of the Chiang
nan-tao 1Im~, and during the Five-Dynasty period, Wang Shen-chih .::f.!l~P, 
the younger brother of Wang Ch'ao .::f.t-i, established Min 00 Kingdom, but 
as Wang Yen-ch'eng .:££!!;.IEJ(, the 6th generation descendant, surrendered to South 
T'ang mm, only Fu-chou WIHl in the northern part was occupied by Wu-yueh 
~~ Kingdom. During the Sung period, was founded the Fu-chien-lu WI~~ 
which consisted of the six chou-namely, Fu-chou, Chien-chou ~fM, Ch'uan-chou 

JJOM, Nan-chien-chou m~U1+1, Chang-chou t$:1'M, and T'ing-chou ¥J1'1'! and also 
o±' the two chiln, namely Shao-wu-chun HBJttjj[ and Hsing-hua-chiln ~1t'.iJ. 
Excepting the south-western provinces of China, this was an area whose rural 
districts remained least developed, until they were developed gradually after the 
the middle T'ang period, and was so thoroughly developed during the Sung 
period.D For this reason, the inscription on the Tu-tu-ju hsin-hsileh pei ~m~.iff 
ffi~?:i-1z?ii in the P'i-ling-chi m~t~ (Bk. 9) of the T'ang period reads to the ef-

1) Dr. ICHIMURA Sanjiro nftf~:J(j~, To izen no Fukken oyobi Taiwan ni tsuite F,l,ftJifilJ 
O)jjijj1.:&_tf~Jn:--:)1.,,---c (On Fukien and Formosa before the T'ang Dynasty), Toyo 
Gakuho *~~¥~, VIII, no·. 1, Tokyo, 
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f ect that throughout Min (Fukien) there was no school of Confucianists • • • • • 2) 

There was no Confucianism worth mentioning. During the Sung period, at 
the beginning, there were very few bureaucrats yet; they increased in number 
after the reigns of Emperors Chen-tsung ~* and Jen-tsung C*, and consider
ably increased after the reign of Shen-tsung jfr$* as shown in the table appearing 
in a later part of this article. For the purpose of concretely clarifying the 
circumstances since the last days of the T'ang period, we shall investigate here 
the number of those who passed the State examinations in Fu-chou, the center 
of Fukien, according to the accounts in the Ch'un-hsi san-shan-chih 1¥~~.:::.rl!~- Ac
cording to the paragraph K'o-ming f4i; under Jen-wu-lei A%.J~JJ, I, op. cit. (Bk. 
26), there were 36 Fu-chou men who passed the chin-shih ~± degree and other 
State examinations3) during 123 years (between Shen-lung jfr$f~, 705-706, of 
T'ang and T'ien-cheng ::KT~, 926-929, of the Five-Dynasty-Last-T'ang period. 
Furthermore of this number, Hsueh Ling-chih ff45'Z of 705 is recorded as the 
only one4) prior to the reign of Emperor Hsuan-tsung ¼*; the next one is 
dated 794; there are 34 men between then. and the last days of T'ang; and one 
man is given for the Latter-T'ang 1&JN. Even in the Sung period, Lu Feng
t'ien eHrs::R of 980 is given as the first one and only 41 men are recorded prior 
to 1019. As this number includes brothers and descendants of the same men, 
even less families are represented. After the middle of the Sung period, prior 
to Yuan-fu xif (1098-1100), 302 men5) besides 81 en-k'o !tf4 grantees indicate 
a considerable increase. Those names given on the shen-tao-pei jfr$:i10]i~ (graveyard 
monuments) or the mu-chih-ming ~g;t~ (tombstone inscriptions) represent only 

2) P'i-ling-chi W.112t~, the ninth chilan ~. JffiUlfitf~'~RtfJr$i1Y'.i:'.6 reads : 
IM]$~1rlt~~¥Jrt, ,5,x/Z~~ffiHB~N.:fj, · · · · · · · ::kW-1::4, )]IJ~~~n&i~J.JUJ1T1i)'l'l1r'.$tw.!!Jll 
~~iIH~~~~11, .. · · .. · /l~tilffi\, ~r5f~Iffig, jt~J.irU, JiliiEiltt'~, ~J-z 

3) The list of successful candidates of chin-shih examination described in Ch'un-hsi San-shan
chih seems to be complete, because it contains even Lin Tsui i*.lw who became chin-shih 
by K'ai-yuan-li F,{]Ji:J!I: and Huang Shen ~M'i who passed the examination of pa-ts'ui
k'o 12(¥f4-

4) Ho Shan hsien-sheng ta-ch'ilan-wen-chi iii~rl!.x::i:::k~)tffi, the eightieth chilan ~' 13f:ffJgf!Jl 
£tt reads: 

~~. §mJrtiff~%'.q='.rff4S'zimi~±, ±%Jj~~~. 
Ch'ang Li hsien-sheng chih §~5t:::i:ffi, the twenty-second chilan ~, filM~~::i::£{®: reads: 
W(~~fil@II~, §~BJ:::~~IMJ~g, .. · .... imlmZA, ~,1§±~~fl.i?, ~:5tA'.q='.~fi:i:t 
1t~-
These quotations prove that Ou-yang Chan l&(mJi' who passed the examination for 
chin-shih in Chen-yilan ~JG 8 (793) was the first successful candidate. 

5) One hundred and twenty-two years from T'ai-p'ing-hsing-kuo :;t:Zp-~~ 5 to the era 
before Yilan-fu jctf must mean the period between T'ai-p'ing-hsing-kuo 5 and Yilan-fu 
4, until when there were two hundred and ninty-five successful candidates in chin-shih
k'o )1'§±f4, and adding thirty-five in chu-k'o ~N there were three hundred and thirty 
in all. This number is too high. If excluding twenty-three successful candidates in 
Yiian-fu 3, there were three hundred and seven, which is close to three hundred and 
two but not exactly the same. Either number may be a mistake. 
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part of those officials, and include quite a large number of those recorded as 
transferred from other areas. Though ir;i. some cases they were officially trans
ferred, most of them migrated due to the rebellion of An Lu-shan *~U-1 of the 
T'ang period, especially due to the disturbances of the Five-Dynasty days toward 
the end of the T'ang period.6

) As to their home areas, several are mentioned, 
especially in the case of the civil war of the Five-Dynasty days toward the end 
of the T'ang period quite a large number of them are recorded as migrating 
from Honan or Ku-shih-hsien ~Pi:iWWt of Kuang-chou jtfl'! in Honan, to Ch'Uan
chou in Fukien or to be the local officials of Fu-chou. There are some records 
relevant to the entrance of Wang Ch'ao into Min. What is the reason for this? 
The biography of Wang Shen-kuei .:E~f~, the younger brother to Wang Shen
chih, in the Hsin-t'ang-shu Wrmi!= (Bk. 190), after recording his appointment as 
tz'u-shih :fU.§1:: of Ch'ilan-chou, says: "He admired Confucianism, and was well
read in Confucian works. He was a fine civil administrator ; he loaned oxe~ 
and ploughs to returned refugees, and boarding-houses were built and kept in 
perfect shape. As North China were in a chaotic state, a large number of 
government officials were accommodated in them. He helped those people with 
his money. Thanks to him, Yang Ch'eng-hsiu t~Jt,1*, Cheng Lin j~:El, Han 
Wu ~1~, Kuei Fu-i 1Mj1{~f&, Yang Tsan-t'u ti~fifill, Cheng Chien j~~' and 
others have been relieved from disasters. He dispatched his son Yen-ch'en ~1'[:j) 
and, establishing the Chao-hsien~yuan :l':g)IMc, paid respect to these men." From 
this, it may be inferred that some bureaucrats came there to escape disasters in 
North China in the last days of the T'ang period.7) 

The record which represents the bureaucrats as migrating from Kuang-chou 
or Ku-shih has some connection with the entrance of Brothers Wang Ch'ao and 
Wang Shen-chih, the natives of Kuang-chou, into Fukien, their promotion from 
tz'u-shih of Ch'uan-chou to chieh-tu-shih f!o£1i of Fukien and their establish
ment of Min Kingdom. The inscription on the te-cheng-pei 1iIEJcE~ of Wang 
Shen-chih8) says that his forefathers were from Lang-yeh Ii~$ and were never 
absent in history; 4th generation ancestor obtained a position in Kuang-chou 

6) Some books describe that he moved there when the rebellion occurred in the Yung-chia 
7.l<~ era at the end of East Chin :\slflJ!f. 
Without regard to the above-mentioned description, the author considers that he was 
a man from province. 

7) Among thern only Han Wu fl~ appears in Hsin-t'ang-shu #[r)~IHI, the eighteen hundred 
and third chuan ~, ~J~::(j\li. It describes that he was appointed li-pu shang-shu ::R~Mjf: 
during the reign of Chao-tsung BB* at the end of T'ang and escorted Chao-tsung to 
Lo-yang m.~fh. Wei-nan-wen-chi y~w-jJ'(*, the thirty-third 'chuan ~, ffiIE~iU!JZ:s11:?E reads: 
~JtJIUIB!mtttA, m~ziL, 5t:At§1*~w-j1lFE&Jq:r, ~_?{,-~}::~. 

8) Chin Shih-ts'ui pien ~.:fi'¥fi, the one hundred and eighteenth chuan ~' ~it•Wli]lii 
~~pg~l*~i!t~'§J~31:~1l · · · · · · · lfiiv'l'lwlJ.!il:.£]~PJ'BlH=i:]lf~1J1i&liEJ(51\!~-
It was built in T'ien-yu 3 (906) at the end of T'ang. 
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and settled down in the country; from his great-grandfather down, all were 

bestowed government positions; his elder brother Wang Ch'ao was honored in 

the region for his love for modesty and politeness, and was adored by so many 

soldiers, so Ch'en Yen ~tit, chieh-tu-shih of Fukien, invited Wang Ch'ao to be 

the tz:,'u-shih of Ch'uan-chou; when Ch'en Yen fell ill, at the request of the 

soldiers, Wang Ch'ao came, together with Wang Shen-chih, and became chieh-tu

shih, and so forth. Again the biograpy of Wang Ch'ao in the Hsin-t'ang-shu 

(Bk. 190) says that he was a man of Ku-shih of Kuang-chou; Yeh [$, who was 

his 5th generation ancestor, was appointed the governor (hsien-ling) of Ku-shih; 

as the populace asked Yeh to stay being in fond of the man's merciful spirit, 

Yeh established his household there and Yeh's descendants were well-known for 

their wealth; when Emperor Hsi-tsung 11* entered Shu Jg (Szechwan) and 

robbers rose at Chiang-huai yifi (Kiangsu and Anhwei), Wang Hsu .:f..~ and 
Liu Hang-ch'uan JIJ;fj½, the fugitives from Shou-ch'un -ii~, organizing the 

robbers, established themselves at Shou-chou -iiHl, captured Kuang-chou and 

forced the influential people to enroll in their army; Wang Ch'ao was also 

appointed a chun-cheng lJiE from the position of the hsien-shih Jr!ffi5e.; as Wang 

Hsu captured T'ing-chou, Wang Ch'ao joined in the expedition; and later he 

killed the tz:,'u-shih of Ch'Uan-chou and occupied the region, and so on. Over 

against these accounts, a passage in the biography of Wang Shen-chih in the 

Chiu-wu-tai-shih 1iE.1i:5e. (Bk. 134) says that he was a man of Kuang-chou Ku

shih; his father was a farmer; when the robbers rose at Chiang-huai during 

the Huang Ch'ao j'i~ Rebellion, Wang Hsu the leader of the rebels . captured 

Ku-shih-hsien and became tz:,'u-shih of Kuang-eh.au for some time; Wang Hsu 

appointed Shen-chih's elder broter Ch'ao who was then hsien-tso J\%{6: to the 

position of chun-cheng; but later Wang Hsli was expelled by the rebels of Ts'ai 

~, entered Fukien from Nan-k'ang WI~ (Hsing-tzu-hsien .if.·=f)Wf. in Kiangsi 

Province), and entering Lin-t'ing !mi'T (T'ing-chou) assumed the title of its tz:,'u

shih; Ch'ao became the chief after killing Hsu in conspiracy with several local 

leaders, and in 886 was appointed tz:,'u-shih of Ch'tian-chou on a recom

mendation from Ch'en Yen, the kuan-ch'a-shih Wm~11 of Fukien; as Yen's son 

appointed himself as liu-hou %7i;fft (acting chieh-tu-shih) after Yen's death, Wang 

Ch'ao slew him, surrendered himself and was appointed chieh-tu-shzh of Wei-wu

chtin J~j.tJJ of Fu-chou and Shen-chih also became his lieutenant. Min-shih

chia 114!i:!Hi in the Hsin-wu-tai-shih Wf Ji {i;~ (Bk. 68) also says that his father 

Jen f@. was a hereditary farmer; his elder brother Ch'ao became a hsien-shih; 

when in the last days of T'ang Wang Hsu of Shou-chou captured Ku-shih, 

learning the talent and bravery of Wang Ch'ao and his brother, Wang Hsu 

enrolled them into the army. and made Ch'ao a military officer • • • • • • Of 

all these accounts, what the Hsin-wu-tai-shih and the Chiu-wu-tai-shih say is 
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probably most accurate. Because the positions attributed to Wang Ch'ao, 
hsien-tso or hsien-shih, implies that he was a petty official, he may be supposed 
to have been a powerful person with a considerable amount of land,, though 
recorded as a farmer. Though the first two records, Te-cheng-pei and Hsin-t'ang
shu, say that the 5th generation ancestor was transferrd to this place and estab
lished his household here, the former was a tribute paid by his subordinates, 
the record in it must be considerably colored; for instance, when it says that 
his ancestors were of the Wang family of Lang-yeh, which constituted along 
with the Wang family of T'ai-ylian ::t:W- the two major branches, and had 
never been absent in Chinese history, it fails to mention the fact that driven 
out by Ch'in Tsung-ch'lian of Ts'ai-chou JHM they entered Fukien from Kiangsi, 
but says that Wang Ch'ao became the t;:,'u-shih of Ch'uan-chou on an invitation 
from· Ch'en Yen. Therefore, it is doubtful whether Wang Ch'ao's forefather 
really established his household when he was transferred to Kuang-chou. It 
might be a safe guess that the author of this inscription intended to glorify the 
lineage as the descendants of the T'ang bureaucrats by connecting it with the 
famous Wang family of Lang-yeh. The names and positions recorded in the 
biographies of the Hsin-t'ang-shu may seem quite authentic; but when considered 
in the light of the above-mentioned circumstances, the case might prove contrary 
to this; that is, for the purpose of making it seem authentic, it may be inferred, 
it was later rendered more precise and definite. At any rate, there may have 
been a good many men who came into Fukien with brothers Wang Ch'ao and 
Wang Shen-chih from their native district Ku-shih-hsien, Kuang-chou, etc., and 
rose to considerably high positions when the Min Kingdom was founded. 
Consequently, a large number of their descendants became government officials 
down to the Sung period, but the origins of some of them are questionable. 
For this reason, they will be investigated in the following, chiefly with reference 
to the graveyard monuments and the tomb-stone inscriptions. Prior to this, I 
must say a word on my comparison of them with the accounts in the biographies 
of Sung-shih *~· Those who appear in both sources, Sung-shih and inscriptions, 
are: Wang Hui .:f.@!, Fu Chi ,µJt~:, Cheng Mu J~~' Ch'en Shih-Ch'ing ~tut 
YlP, Ch'en Chu-jen ~t@C, Sheh Yung ~~i=i, Fan Ju-kuei 7[.tm*, Liu Kung 
JU~, Hu Hsien r!i]W,, etc. A pasage on Yu-ch'aoj'eng-tai-ju Weng-kung shen-tao-pei 
k:!'1¥J.l~.xx~0ffi$mE~ in the Fei-jan-chi ~?fAJ (Bk. 26) reads:" Since the East Han 
period, the lives of famed gentry have been preserved mostly by means of the 
written tributes paid to the deceased. Under the Present Dynasty, one's biography 
is written into the Official History if his rank comes up as high as court of
ficials. The style _of the Official History is brief and straight, while the lives in 
the inscriptions are elaborate and in full detail. Therefore, if both were consul
ted, the true character of the men could hardly be concealed." From this, it 
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may be seen that the accounts in the Sung-shih are brief, and in the case of 
Fukien, as in that of Szechwan, there is exceedingly little reference to their 
ancestors. 

First of all, m the tombstone inscription of Wang P'ing .:EZJS-, a man of 
about the time of Emperor Chen-tsung9), it is written that his forefather was 
Tse, t* governor of Yen-men /IF~ at the Han period; Hsiung il, Tse's 18th 
generation descendant, became liu-shou -\¥f~3: of Lo-yang for T'ang; though the 
family had its domicile registered in T'ai-yuan, they became a celebrated fami
ly in Honan where they had their graves; but the family fortune went down
hill in the last days of the T'ang and the family record was lost, thus unabling 
one to learn how many generations had passed thereafter; at the time of Hu gf, 
for the first time the family came to live at Hou-kuan fj'g of Fu-cho~; his 
son Shen 1$ succeeded, and T'ing-chien ~rm, grandson, become An-yilan-shih !Ji!_ 
~1i (probably the commander of the An-yuan !Ji!_~ fort 100 li north of Ning
hua-hsien '.tJ1tJWf., T'ing-chou) at the time of Wang Shen-chih of Min; Chii
cheng Hs-IEJ( succeeded T'ing-chien; and P'ing, a son of Chu-cheng, was raised to 
the rank of chin-shih. So it may be admitted that Wang Hsiung lived in 
Honan and the graves were established there, but from the last days of T'ang 
to Hu's transference to Fu-chou the family fortunes were on the wane so that 
nothing was known about them. However, on the tomb-stone inscription10) 

of Wang Hui, his son, of about the time of Jen-tsung, it is wr_itten that 
the family originally came from the Wang family of Honan; later moved from 
Kuang-chou Ku-shih to Fu-chou Hou-kuan; Hui's great-grandfather held 
a government position, and father held the position of Ping-pu yilan-wai-lang ~ 
-ff[3~j~~B- Though it thus omits some items, it adds that the family migrated 
from Kuang-chou Ku-shih. These are both works by Wang An-'-shih .:EtJi!.E, 
and such omissions may be pardonable. Nevertheless, if the family really came 

9) Lin Ch'uan hsien-sheng-wen-chi ffi~J1[1c:'£::Z#:, the ninety-eighth chuan ~' iWi§~::>'~i~.=E.-0 
~t,t~ reads: 

A51E:~~rg*~~, 1&+11:li!:UmJtt~Wfff, tt~:;t:mt~, £:a~ffi~1JeOtt, ~mzMFt::, 
~~lfrJPI~, :M~§~Ara, 1'.::f~tJ~{JJ, rm~[1Ji:f@-~Z{*'g ... ilt1 ••• ~fffi, ~00.3:.~ 
~af~3i:~fJi!. 
This epitaph does not describe his lifetime but describes the name Hui fBJ as his 
fifth son. So it it is an epitaph of their father, whose name was P'ing Zp according 
to the epitaph meutioned below. Among successful candidates, Wang Hsiang :f[P} and 
Wang Hui .=E.fe.J appear as P'ing's sons in Ch'un-hsi San-shan-chih, the twenty-sixth chuan 
~' f4~;Ji)M;-=::'.if~, and his name also appears in ;l(ii@.=:.'.if{~-

10) Lin Ch'uan hsien-sheng-wen-chi ffifnJl[5t::'£::Z*, the ninety-third chiian ~' .=E.ilxJft,t~ 
reads: 

~~,*~ffi.:r.~,A~gi~mz~Mmmmz~'§,~~'gA~.:::.fil,~m*~'g,ffl~, 
~;!t~W~1Hm-
It is obvious that .:::.fil in the above-mentioned quotation is a mistake and should read 
]i-j:li: according to the epitaphs of his father and younger brother. 
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from Kuang-chou Ku-shih, a question may be raised as to the relation of this 

with the account which asserts the family to be the Wang family of Honan . 

. The tomb-stone inscription of Wang Chiung :.[ITT), Wang Hui's younger 

brotherrn, averaging these two accounts in details, says that his forefather was 

a man of T'ai-yuan; some time later the family moved to Honan, and then 

from Kuang-chou Ku-shih to Fu-chou Hou-kuan; and the 5th generation 

descendant T'ing-chin M~, Chiung's great grandfather, served the King of 

Min and was appointed Yuan-an-chiin-shih ~:ttlJ1i; Chii-cheng, grandfather, 

was granted a posthumous rank, and P'ing, father, became shih-yil-shih 1~fiiJ~. 
Yuan-an is unmistakably An-yiian. T'ing-chin and Chii-cheng are recorded as 

T'ing-chien Mrffi and Chii-cheng @IE on the tomb-stone inscription of P'ing as 

mentioned above. As these names cannot be considered mere miswritings, there 

may have been two different traditions of their genealogy. Be that as it may, 

the statement that the family came Kuang-chou Ku-shih must be significant in 

that the region is identical with the homeland of the Royal Family of Min. 

While one assigns the exodus to the time of the 5th generation ancestor, the 

inscription on the father's monument states that his great grandfather served 

under Wang Shen-chih. Consequently, the exodus from Ku-shih must consid

erably precede that. The dates could not be reconciled and it cannot be true. 

Probably because the great grandfather served under the King of Min, the author 

must have adopted Kuang-chou, the hometown of Royal Family, as his own. 

However, his coming out from the Honan area may well be admitted; only the 

date must have been about the last days of the T'ang period. On the other 

hand, the biography of Wang Hui in the Sung-shih (Bk. 432) gives him as a man of 

Hsien-yu 11.U:JQt (a hsien under Hsing-hua-chiin; the same name is used to-day) 

and mentions a few items concerning him only. According to the tomb-stone 

inscriptions of the father of Wang Hui and of Chiung, his younger brother, 

he buried his father at Ju-yin rfr~ of Ying-chou 7~1-M and settled down in this 

district, with nothing said about Hsien-yu. Probably this is a mistake. As 

nothing is said concerning the official services of his great grandfather and 

father, it will not do to determine when his household rose to eminence. 

It is also said that the ancestor of Fu Chi12\ a man of about the time 

of Emperors Shen-tsung and Che-tsung m*, came from the north and served 

in Chiang-nan and his descendants were scattered in Chiang-huai; some who 

resided in Kuang-chou fled to Fukien following Wang Ch'ao in the civil war 

of Kuang-ming ffi:SJI (i. e. Huang Ch'ao Rebellion in 880); after several 

generations, as the 4th generation ancestor Jen-tuan {:)ljAf moved to Hsien-yu

hsien of Hsing-hua-chiin; neither his great grandfather nor grandfather served 

11) Yilan-feng-lei-kao 5t!I:~~' the forty-second chuan ~' .:E;g::l:Jiit\::ii;, 
12) Fu-hsi-chi ~~*' the twenty-sixth chuan ~' lji}l~t4M.w01i~~-
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as officials; his father was revered by the villagers and passed the chin-shih 
examination. Now, what can be trusted is only the items mentioned after the 
4th generation ancestor Jen-tuan, no generation preceding whom is not given. 
Also his migration to Hsien-yu is quite questionable. Consequently, in this case, 
the account of his homeland and himself in the Sung-shih (Bk. 248) merely 
serves to indicate the date at which the family came to eminence. Even this 
is confirmed by the account in the tomb-stone inscription. Although what 
precedes the 4th generation ancestor might not be accurate, still it might imply 
that some one had migrated from Kuang-chou. I shall not discuss other instances 
here; but concerning the dates of appointment, the tomb-stone inscriptions say, 
as for Cheng Mu, that appointment dated from himself; as for Ch'en Shih
ch'ing, Ch'en Chu-jen, Hu Hsien, from their fathers; as for Fan Ju-kuei, also 
from his father; as for Sheh Yung from his 5th generation ancestor; as for 
Liu Kung Jill§}\:, from his grandfather, while the Sung-shih, in the biography of 
Ch'en Chu-jen, refers to his father's appointment, but in the cases of all others 
mentions only their own appointment. Therefore, though it is usually difficult 
to learn about their ancestors or the dates at which they joined bureaucracy 
from the biographies in the Sung-shih, it may be seen that in most cases their 
appointment does not go back many generations. This may account for the 
fact that the Fukien area was a newly developed province and the bureaucrats 
of the Sung period were mostly newly-risen. 

So much for the comparison of the two groups. I shall now briefly take 

up those recorded as having moved to Fukien after the civil war of An Lu

shan of the T'ang period, and then discuss those recorded as from the Kuang
chou area after the disturbances in late T'ang or following Wang Ch'ao and 
others. 

After the rebellion of An Lu-shan, Lu Chun J:t;g-m a hsiang-kung-chin-shih 
~g~~~±, is said to have temporarily resided at Min-ch'uan OOJII (i. e. Fukien), 
seeking help from his wife's folks; but as his death is recorded to have taken 

place at his private residence at Yung-t'ai-li ;,k*.!'E!. of Lo-yang in the 4th year 

of Ch'ang-ch'ing ffi:!t (824) under Emperor Mu-tsung ~*' he had probably 
returned to his former post. 

As similar cases are found in Kiangsi, it is probable that there were many 
who sought refuge in Fukien also at the rebellion of An Lu-shan but afterward 
returned to the North. And among those recorded as having moved from 
Kiangsi to Fukien as Liu Chan JUJK revolted in South China under the influ

ence of the Rebellion, there is the family of Yang Wen-i :Wi)'(~ and his cousin 
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Yang Hui-chih ~~zw. It is written that the forefathers of Yang Wen-i were 

men of Hung-nung i'J:t~ in Hua-yin ¥~ who had produced high officials in 

the days of Former Hans ~, Wei ~' and Chin '1l:f; but toward the end of 

East Chin, they moved during the civil war of Yung-chia 7J<& (311) to the left 

banks of the Yangtzekiang and registered themselves in Shang-yao-chun J:~W as 

citizens of the district; after more than ten generations, in the era of Shang

yuan J:5c (760-761) of T'ang, during the civil war of Liu Chan, the 6th generat

ion ancestor accompanied by all the families moved to Wu-hsing 5-t~ in Chien

an ~'ti.' (Chien-an is the name of Chien-chou as a chiln W; Wu-hsing is the 

hsien where the chou is), and by making a fortune, he came to be influencial 

as the wealthiest man in the district; Yang Wen-i's great-grandfather was not 

politically active; but the grandfather Kao 1!1G was appointed as 1-chiln-chih-hui

shih ~.rot'-1!e by the local officials and the whole villagers relied upon him; 

the father Pi ~ was also appointed 1-chiln-tao-chi-ju-shih ~•~-iU-fJe, Whose 

second son was Wen-i; as the Wang family conquered Fukien, his uncle became 

the district governor (hsien-ling), on whose recommendation he was appointed an 

official; after the Min Kingdom was annexed by South T'ang he successively 

served until he became the governor of Yu-shan-hsien ±11Jll%. According to 

the record of the activities (hsing-chuang :fj'flx) of his counsin Yang Hui-chih, his 

grand-father, in the last days of T'ang, organized an army of volunteers to 

protect kinsmen and fellow-villagers; his father served the Wang family of Min; 

when his numerous brothers adored freedom, he alone served in several offices 

in succession. So says the record. His biography in the Sung-shih (Bk. 296) 

says that his grandfather became 1-chiln-chiao ~]lit( of Min; but only his 

father breaking his creed became a Confucianist scholar, and was appointed the 

district governor (hsien-ling); then he studied abroad between Pien tfc: (K'ai-feng 

lfflt-f) and Lo * (Lo-yang *~), and, on passing the chin-shih examination of 

the Chou f.!o Dynasty, served the Sung court in various offices. 

According to this, it cannot be asserted that the 6th generation ancestor 

had migrated from Kiangsi. Fukien being a newly-developed district lying 

beyond the disturbance of the civil war, such could have been the case during 

the rebellion of Liu Chan. Therefore, from the passage it may be supposed 

that, by making strenuous efforts in business management, he gradually amas

sed a fortune so that he became a powerful mah in Chien-an. Toward the 

last days of T'ang, Yang Hui-chih's grandfather organized a volunteer army 

and became a military officer, but some of his descendants turned to learning 

to become civilians. Particularly one of his grandsons stole to Chou and 

after passing the chin-shih examination served the Sung regime in several 

14) Wu-i-hsin-chi ~~!ffr~, the eighth chiian ~' it(:£r1J4)-Jff;,eiifilllil[*• 

Ibid, the eleventh chiian ~' ~#~± • • • • • • • ~1::fi!ff(. 
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offices. As for a man who distinguished himself as a military, the abovemen
tioned graveyard monument of Yang Wen-i reads: "Kao, his grandfather, 
towards the last days of T'ang, • • • • • • The family had resided there for 
generations with everybody together, and had over a hundred servants. Unless 
forces were employed, security of the family could not be maintained. So he 
raised several hundred strong villagers, and, with a permission from the local 
government, became the commander of the volunteer army (i-chiln chih-hui-shih). 
With strong walls and fortresses, he was prepared for emergencies. The whole 
village relied upon him." From this, it may be seen that toward the last days of 
T'ang the rural leaders had to rise as soldiers in order to maintain their positions, 
for, so far as the defence of the families and homelands were concerned, the 
characteristic of self-defence was so marked that as soon as the civil war subsided 
the soldiers were quite apt to turn bureaucratic officials. They were, so to speak, 
bureaucratic soldiers. The son of Yang Wen-i who remained a soldier, served 
under Min as a hsien-ling though in connection with his uncle. 

Again, the forefather of Chang Chung-jen ~fi:p,t.15) is said to have been a 
man of Ch'ing-ho mfPJ. Though no date is given, later the family allegedly 
moved to Wu-hsing ~~ of Chien-an and became a well-known family. As the 
Wang family rose in Min, Ts'ung-i 1ft~, Chung-jen's great-grandfather who was 
a powerful man in his native place and well-known as a scholar and warrior, 
served as chih-chih-fu-shih f#Uii:IU1t of P'u-ch'eng oo~- Wen jf, Chung-jen's 
grand-father became chang-shih of Chien-chou. Jen-miao t.~, Chung-jen's 
father, became Tso-san-ch'i ch'ang-shih :zr:'lt.U~#f~, and as South T'ang conquered 
Min, he resigned his post for illness. Chang Chung-jen presented a memorial 
to the Court, and was granted T'ai-ch'ang-shih feng-li-lang :;k1/t;:}'$/ifl.fiI~. Later 
he served the Sung Court and until he was appointed the governor of the 
district. It could not be believed that the family had migrated from the 
North, but it seems that they had been a powerful family in Chien-an since 
the last days of T'ang. The great-grandfather had served Min as a military 
officer but was probably a man of considerable culture, because his great grand
son was employed as a civil official in the South T'ang Court. There are points 
of resemblance between these records. As for the forefather of the brothers, 
Lu Kuang ~iia: and Lu I ~i~16), men of about the reign of Jen-tsung of Sung, 
the 5th generation ancestor moved from Wu-chiin ~:W (Su-chou) to Hou-kuan 
of Fu-chou to escape the civil war at the end of T'ang. Ching-ch'ien ~li, the 
great-grandfather, became the Hsiao-wei shang-chiang-chiln .~:fmj_.I::Mf]I[ of Wu-

15) Wu-i-hsin-chi 1tt~5ITT~, the ninth chilan ~, ~1'1'i'rs~%~E£itfil5. 
16) Lin Ch'uan hsien-sheng-wen-chi ~Jll5t:~:X::J~, the ninety-second chilan ~' **m~MfiJJwi 

~ (]Ji) ;/5°£tt,fil5. 
Ku-ling hsien-sheng-wen-chi 1=fm-5t:~)'(~, the twenty-fifth chilan ~' ir:1t~~ (A) £~Jq'j. 
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ylieh Kingdom, Ch'ung-i *~' the grand-father, became kuan-ch'a-t'ui-kuan f)ll~ 
}{E'g of Wei-wu-chlin W-x1t\ii![, then after surrendering himself to Sung, served 
the Court. The father never served the Court. Lu Kuang himself passed the 
State examination during the T'ien-sheng 5t'£ era (1023-1031) and rose to be 
a high official. The great-grandfather's appointment as a Shang-c hiang-chun · of 
Wu-ylieh was probably because when South T'ang conquered Min, Fu-chou 
area alone was in the possession of Wu-ylieh. The grandfather's appointment 
as a kuan-ch'a-t'ui-kuan suggests that the family was turning to civil services. 
Some of those who rose as military officers during the last T'ang Five-Dynasty 
period, in such cases, turned to be civil officials since the South T'ang Kingdom as 
may be seen from these records. 

Now we may take up those who are recorded as migrating from Kuang
chou following Brothers Wang Ch'ao and Wang Shen-chih on account ·of the 
civil war at the end of T'ang. Among the men of the period of Five-Dynasty 
and earliest Sung we find men such as Wang Yen-ssii 3:9Jtm, Wang Pin 3:*~' 
Li Hsil-chi *i;IB. Wang Yen-ssu17) of Ku-shih of Kuang-chou, whose ancestors 
had been a powerful family in the village, was brought up by his uncle Wang 
Shen-chih. While Shen-chih's sons learned horsemanship and swordsmanship, 
he alone enjoyed reading books and histories. When Shen-chih controled Min, 
he wanted to give his nephew an official position, but several times Y en-ssu 
refused this offer on the pretext that the country was not yet peaceful and 
exclusively served him as an advisor. In order to get away from the dissension 
which arose within the Royal Family after his uncle's death, Y en-ssu concealed 
himself in the farms. This secured his safety when South T'ang conquered 
Min. During the era of Chia-yu &ffit (1056-1063) of Sung, his grandson pas
sed the State examination; This shows that Wang Yen-ssu was a nephew of 
\Vang Shen-chih and emigrated with. the latter to Fukien and that in Min 
at that time military career was held in high estimation. Closely applying 
himself to his studies, even under such circumstances, he made it his duty to 
advise the Court from a Confucianistic standpoint. When Emperor T'ai-tsu of 
Liang ~ was about to appoint Wang Shen-chih King of Min, Wang Yen
ssu did his utmost to admonish his uncle not to accept the the title.. It is 
reported that Wang Shen-chih "drooped his head for a long time, then said, 
'This is only a stale sermon of a rotten Confucianist. It serves no practical 
purpose.'" This will indicate the views and attitudes of the Min militarists in 
those days. 

According to the biography in the Sung-shih (Bk. 304), Wang Pin 3:m of 
an early Sung period was a man of Ku-shih of Kuang-chou; his grandfather 

17) Fan-t' ai-shih-chi i~t.R~, the thirty-sixth chilan ~' .=E.~lffl~f$. 
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Yen-ying &~ and father Jen-p'in C1i both emigrated to Min following their 

kinsman Wang Ch'ao. So this was also another case in which a whole family 

emigrated. Wang Yen-ying lost favor of Wang Ch'ao by exerting too much 

power and fled to Silla 5f,)f i%1 where he was treated well. Wang Pin passed the 

chin-shih examination during the reign of T'ai-tsung ** (976-997) at the 

beginning of Sung period and rose to a high post. 

As for Li Hsu-chou $.flfil:fB-18\ his 7th generation ancestor Ch'ang ~ lived 

at Kuang-shan :YtL.Lr. As the Wang family became rulers of Min, Ch'ang's 

grandson Ying ~ led the whole family to join the king, and moved his 

domicile to Chien-an. Hsi.i-chou's great grand-father Kuan :I'.§ and grandfather 

Hsun g'Fij were granted posthumous honors. His father served as chu-ssu-shih ffi 

'§11t in the South T'ang court. In the Sung period, his eldest brother passed 

the chin-shih examination. Though Hsu-chou himself could not pass the ex

amination, he was granted a position on a special recommendation. As for his 

elder brother Li Hsu-chi, there is a biography in the Sung-shih (Bk. 300). It 

says that his 5th generation ancestor Ying, following Wang Ch'ao, emigrated 

from Kuang-chou to Chien-an in Min, etc., in about the same way. The phrase 

"his 5th generation ancestor" sounds as if a little too many generations inter

vened between Ying and the present generation when compared with the two 

foregoing records and the following record; so there might be some mistake. 

However, as the Sung-shih which, while it mentions each generation except in 

the case of 4th generation ancestor, predominantly describes the person concerned, 

representing him in the same way in its biography, this may be trusted tentatively 

at least. 

As shown in the foregoing, in the cases of those of the Five-Dynasty and 

Early Sung period, it seems that most of the records· represent facts; but in the 

cases of those in the Mid-Sung and later period, like the above-mentioned Wang 

Hui, Fu Chi and many others, they increase in number while there are also 

many whose origins are quite suspicious. As for the records which give the 

men who emigrated from Kuang-chou or Ku-shih or the dates of the emigrations, 

we find Brothers Su I lifr'- and Su Shen Ii*$, Cheng Mu, Ch'en Shih-chieh 

~l±W of about the reign of Jen-tsung (1023-1063), and Hsia Chieh ~~ of 

about the reign of Shen-tsung (1068-1085). As to Brothers Su I and Su 

Shen19 \ the farmer's tombstone inscription quotes their family record and says 

18) Fu-hsi-chi ;$~*' the nineteenth chuan ~' iix#i'li=Mftfl3~5i=p3&1±*0 (~;JtJ) JU~. 
Ibid, the twenty-first chuan ~' iix/l.ts~~5i=p* (~;Ht) 0£~~-
Lin Ch'uan hsien-sheng-wen-chi lir;Jl[J1t!:t)ZJ~, the eighty-eighth chuan ~' ~$~5i=p2¥=0jfil\1 
~]~. 

19) Su-wei-kung-wen-chi it~-0)'.z'.*, the sixty-second chuan ~' mZX:tfilif~ziS;:w!~Jtt;&i (it~) 

~~~-
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that between Hsu Wen-cheng-kung Kuei itr:xIE-0-~ of T'ang and Su I's uncle 
the family emigrated three times, but they are now inhabitants of Ching-ling 
JH~ of An-chou ~j,['j. Then the inscription goes on to say that as I * the 
grandson of Kuei ~ became tz'u-shih of Kuang-chou during the Y-Uan-ho jc 
liJ era (806-820), his descendants established their household at Ku-shih; and I 
ft, Kuei's 4th generation descendant immigrated from Ku-shih into Min fol
lowing Wang Ch'ao, and settled down at T'ung-an [q]y;, of Ch'uan-chou; Su 
I's great grandfather Kuang-hui :j.rtmtf came, at the beginning of Sung, to 
the Court following Ch'en Hung-chin ~l1~:@, the lord of Ch'uan-chou, and 
was appointed Tso-chien-wei chiang-chun :&~ffi4{f]![ in his capacity of a former 
tz'u-shih of Chang-chou ~1'['!; Su I's great grandfather Yu-t'u ffifi!ll became ssu
ma-chi-chiu E],~!H:Ril/:W of Chang-chou; Su I's grandfather Chung-ch'ang 14r~ 
failed in the chin-shih examination but was appointed Tso-t'un-wei chiang-chiln :&iB 
m#f]![ and T'i-tien hsing-yu :f¾!r!Jff1Hwt20

) ; Su I himself was too ill to take the 
examination. The hsing-chuang of Sung it~, Su Shen's son,2

1) is a little more 
detailed. After narrating a brief history of the family's antiquity and the af
fairs concerning Kuei ~ and his sons, Shen ~ and I *' it refers to I ft 
who entered Min following Wang Ch'ao and was appointed a chiln-shih 1J[1i; 
to Su Sung's 4th generation ancestor Kuang-hui jtJfl who at the beginning of 
Chin ~ Dynasty, on slaying the rebel leader in Ch'iian-nan *ffi, became the 
tz'u-shih of Chang-chou and settled down at T'ung-an of Ch'uan-chou, and at 
the beginning of Sung, for becoming the leader of the defenders against robbers, 
was appointed the chiang-chiln ~•; and to the affairs of each generation, though 
unnamed, from the great grandfather down; and to Su Shen who was recom
mended as a hsien-liang-fang-cheng Jf .N:::01:E in the reign of Jen-tsung. In the 
light of these records, it is evident that the Su family members from the 
generation of Kuang-hui down, distinguished themselves as military leaders 
during the Five-Dynasty period until the beginning of Sung, but Su I's grand-

20) According to Fu-hsi-chi ff~~' the twenty-fifth chuan ~' ~ (mt) £tU:t, Su Chung-ch'ang 
i.t19:!§ lived in the reign of Cheng-tsung ~*· 
The epitaph of Ching-ling jl~, governor and Su's uncle, (;}'~:5<:jl~Jf-.f;/5£~~) reads: 
fq:r§~JHL :fi~±m, 7fg~IHi, ~-=:fl£1§', ~00Mffr~1~ftl=E.1/F,Jj~]I[, m:mtif!iilH~~tmii 
;fflj~, -'E::k 
In i.t-0fr;lfx he is described to be hsien-liang-fang-cheng )t~)JlE and chin-shih-ti §1§:±m. 
The epitaph of Su Ssu-k'ung (;{i'§J~£~~) describes that he was recommended to 
take the examination for chin-shih §1§:±, but he did not succeed. The epitaph of his 
uncle describes most exactly. 
In the epitaph of Su Ssu-k'ung (fiP'.1~£M;~) the name of his forefather is given as 
Hsien-hui 5t:~ and his profession as tso-t'un-wei chiang-chun ftl=E.1W'ri°Mf'.!J, but the author 
considers that Hsien-hui 5t:~ is a mistake and should be Kuang-hui j1e;~. 

21) It appears in Tao Hsiang hsien-sheng-wen-chi :@'.~~.5t::i:X~, the thirty-ninth chuan ~' 
~m!Jt~:;li;:Ji1±i1l (@:) -0fi!fk 
and in Tseng Wen-chao kung chi i°XBi§-0*, the third chuan ~' )ffl"fi (@:) '§5~£~~. 
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father and father turned to be civilian officials. Though that prior to this, I, 

emigrating to Min, held a military post was probably true, it is doubtful if the 

family descended from the T'ang bureaucrats. The ancestor of Cheng Mu22
) 

was a man of Ku-shih of Kuang-chou who in the last T'ang days died in Min 

after entering it as a captive of Wang Ch'ao; on account of this, his descendants 

settled down in Fu-chou and became inhabitants of Hou-kuan; Mu's great 

grandfather and grandfather did not become officials ; his father was bestowed 

a posthumous honor; Cheng Mu himself passed the chin-shih examination under 

the reign of Jen-tsung. In the Sung period, it was not unusual to designate 

one without actually naming him even when his name was known. Probably 

so it was in this case. As for the family of Ch'en Shih-chieh23
\ his 4th generation 

ancestor moved in the civil war in the last T'ang days from Kuang-chou to 

Wen-ling ffl~, and settled down at Chin-chiang ~tC (Chin-chiang-hsien of 

Fukien Province). After Shih-chieh's great grandfather Tso 16: and grandfather 

Hsi ~' his father Ch'eng-chih nx;z prospered and became a financial magnate. 

Shih-chieh was called an honorable man and patronized Confucian scholars, 

and his son passed the chin-shih examination. The ancestors of Cheng Chieh 

j~fx24) were men of Ku-shih of Kuang-chou. P'ei m, Chieh's 4th generation 

ancestor, entered Min in the last T'ang days following the Wang family, and 

settled down at Yung-fu f)<.ifrl of Fu-chou. The great grandfather Yu q1EJJ emi

grated to Fu-ch'ien )irj{flr. The grandfather was granted a posthumous honor. 

The father became T'ung-chih-lang ~~~B- Cheng Chieh himself passed the 

Examination in the category chia-k'o Ej3fi.j- during the reign of Ying-tsung. All 

these three families emigrated during the days of the 4th generation ancestor. 

Especially · in the case of Cheng Chieh j~~' the man's name is mentioned, and 

his son and grandson are given as officials. Therefore, these accounts must be 

a true record. In the case of Cheng Mu ·i~~ also, as he is described as a 

captive of Wang Ch'ao, most probably this is also a true record. 

On the other hand, there are quite a few cases after this period in which 

no mention is made of the men who emigrated or of the times; or other cases 

in which are given the times which are quite contradictory. To mention that 

some one emigrated from Ku-shih of Kuang-chou would most · naturally have 

meant the last T'ang period at which the Wang family entered Min; for this 

reason, it may be supposed that special mention of the period was omitted. Of 

these, in the case of Wang Hui (See Note 9) of about the reign of Jen-tsung, 

22) Fan-t' ai-shih-chi 1[Jt]l!:~, the forty-third clzilan ~' ill (ffl:) -0-!ft-l;~. 

23) Yen-shan-chi j~Jli~, the thirty-third chilan ~' ~J!tls±'W!ftt;~. 
Since he died in Chien-chung-ching-kuo ~i:ptfrlfm 1 (1101) when he was fifty-four years 

old, he must have lived in the reign of Shen-tsung ~* and Che-tsung !f*• 
24) Hsi T'ang-hsien-slzeng chi E§~5t;1:,~, the tenth chilan ~' 1%~ (m) !ft;!;. 
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the names of those who emigrated are given and the time may be guessed as 
the last T'ang period; therefore, it may be true that they emigrated from Ho
nan. Saying that at that time they emigrated from Ku-shih seems to mean 
that the native place of Wang Ch'ao was borrowed by them. Again, as for the 
families of Ch'en Hsiang ~t~ and Ch'en-shih ~*~ of about the same period, 
Fu Chi of about the time of Shen-tsung and Fu-mou {f.¾ (unnamed) of the 
last North Sung and early South Sung period, it is not mentioned in what 
generation they moved into Fukien. According to the hsing-chuang of Ch'en 
Hsiang written by Sheh Tsu-hou ~fftfi1EI,25) the Ch'en family originally lived at Ku
shih of Kuang-chou but followed the Wang family into Min toward the end 
of the Five-Dynasty period, and settled down at Fu-t'ang )frjfr!f in Min. As 
there was no hsien name such as Fu-t'ang, it may be the name of a place in 
Min-hsien OOJWf:. "Toward the end of the Five-Dynasty period" must surely read 
otherwise. The ssu-t'ang-chi Wiu:~-Jc by Liu I .;u~26) is most probably right when 
it says that the ancestor, as the robbers led by Huang Ch'ao were rampant in 
Central China at the beginning of Kuang-ming of T'ang, entered Min following 
Wang Hsu .3::~, and then served under Wang Shen-chih living in Fu-chou. In 
my view, the probable reason for -committing such careless errors is that this 
record, hsing-chuang, was carelessly compiled with no accurate facts to support 
it. As for the later generations, the ssu-t'ang-chi says that in the Sung period 
Ch'en Hsiang's grandfather became a petty official and father also served as an 
official; the hsing-chuang, though saying nothing about the grandfather, writes 
that during the reign of Chen-tsung the father became the chu-pu j:f:J of the 
hsien. So it is evident that the family had risen as a family of officials since 
the beginning of Sung. Also the ancestors of Ch'en-shih ~l~27) are said to have 
been inhabitants of Ku-shih of Kuang-chou; during the last days of T'ang, her 
family, escaping the disaster, emigrated to Min to settle down at Lo-yi.ian 
of Fu-chou; her father Ch'en Tso ~l16: became an official on passing the chin
shih examination in 1008; Ch'en-shih herself is recorded as being married to 
Wang Shih ±:ii&, As for her father's predecessors, the record fails to tell us 
anything, to say nothing of their generations. The questionability of the 
migration of Fu Chi's ancestors was already discussed above. As for the 
ancestors of Fu-mou28) who lived at the end of North Sung and the beginning 
of South Sung, it is said that he was a well-known family at Ch'ing-ho iWM 
in the North but later emigrated to Ku-shih of Kuang-chou; during the civil 

25) Ku-ling hsien-sheng-wen-chi "i5B5t'.':t.X#J{tfj)fktt~~- (~t}l) 51E:'.':tfrW:. 
26) Ku-ling hsien-sheng-wen-chi °i5B5't'.':E.X*lfl'J"11)fktt~{!$, 5't~~~ie · 
27) Su-wei-kung-wen-chi ~~~0 .X*, the sixty-second chuan ~, jfijfrf~tAJi:f);;Mz:g. 
28) Wei-nan-wen-chi f~ffi.X*, the thirty-third chilan ~' fwIE.~£tt~-

Only his tzu *' Ning-yilan IHi, is given, but his lifetime is not given. 
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war of Kung-ming ~BJ!, the people of Kuang-chou emigrated in a body into 
Min and most of them became powerful families; as for the Fu family, their 
ancestor Shih Jr lived for the first time at Chin-chiang ~)I of Ch'iian-chou and 
having buried his eldest son in Hsien-yu-hsien 1iliM~, moved there; during the 
Sung period, both Ch'eng f.¥., the grandfather, and Sung~' the father, obtained 
the degree of chin-shih :iit± but did not serve as officials, instead they instructed 
their sons; during the Ch'ung-ning *1fl (1102-1106) Fu-mou himself entered 
Ta-hsueh :;t:~ (academy) and, on passing the Examination, he was appointed 
an official. However, this mentions nothing as to the affairs intervening bet
ween the ancestor Shih and the grandfather Ch'eng. From the fact that, after 
the family having been interested in educating children for two generations, 
he was appointed an official toward the end of North Sung, it may be suspected 
that the family rose from among the natives about that time. Again, those 
who are not given their names and their dates are Wu Sheng-tien ::5R.:~~29J 

and others. The ancestors of Wu Sheng-tien were people of Kuang-chou. The 
family became a well-known one during the T'ang period. Later they moved 
to Shao-wu {Wit in Min (which originally belonged to Chien-chou; later became 
Shao-wu-chti.n). Wu Sheng-tien's 4th generation ancestor Yun ?it served South 
Han f-?'J&i and was appointed chiln-shih-t'ui-kuan 1][$}/t'§f of Hsun-chou 111-H
The great grandfather Han-ch'ing llU~P and grandfather Yung ~J.fi were both 
famous for good behavior in the district. The father I ~ instructed his children, 
and the son Sheng-tien passed the chin-shih examination in Yuan-feng 5t.'I 
(1078-1085), and served in several offices. As for Huang Yu ~-rnsoJ of the 
early South Sung period, he was a man of Chien-ning ~'.¥- As for his ancestors, 
the record says, after especially mentioning that it is a tradition, that they entered 
Min from Ku-shih of Kuang-chou and resided at Shui-tung 7J<..:W: of Chien-yang 
i!~:~, but later moved to Y en-p'ing i~Zp of Ou-ning, )l&:1fl, ah sien subject to 
Chien-chou; the great grandfater Chih-chti. fMe and the grandfather Pai-chien 
18~ were both granted posthumous honors; the father Jui ~ became an official; 
Huang Yu himself was appointed an official on account of his father's services. 
And as for Ch'en Kuei-i ~jjfgi.3v of the middle period of South Sung, it is 
written that his ancestors were people of Ku-shih who later transferred their 
address to Fu-ch'ing ifrlm; his great grahdfather Ch'ueh ~t and grandfather Ta
kang j(Jlij!IJ were both granted posthumous honors; his father Tsung * was appointed 
Han-Zin hsileh-shih ~#~± (Academy member); he himself resided at Wu-k'ang 
itm of Hu-chou ~HI and passed the Examination in the category i-k'o ZA-'f., 

29) Fu-hsi-chi &~*' the twenty-si~th chiian ~' t::i:/=tx~~ (~t11!) 01Ut~-
30) Chu wen kung wen-chi $1()(-0.Jt*, the ninety-third chiian ~' ji!(-01f~~-
31) Ho Shan hsien-sheng ta-ch'iian-wen-chi l.l11.J1t'.1:*~Jt*, the eighty-seventh chiian ~' ~ 

~IJiE>t-$'.~J (:!Ha) -0nil¥3i1i~- Ibid.' ~flJY~PJHt, 
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Sun Ho-ch'ing f:;~~5f1J9~P, a contemporary of Ch'en Kuei-i, also had ancestors who 

resided at Ku-shih of Kuang-chou, but at the end of T'ang period the family 

emigrated to Wu-shih-shan }~Ell! of Fu-chou. After several generations they 

again moved to Ta-liu j(fj village of Ch'ang-ch'i-hsien :Bt~Jr~, and again 

after several generations, to Lung-p'o ff~:/J~. From Sun Ho-ch'ing's great grand

father down, none served as an official. He himself instructed pupils and had 

his daughter married to a man who had passed the State examination. In these 

cases, the previous abode Kuang-chou or Ku-shih is distinctly given in the 

records, but without the names of the men who emigrated or their dates of 

emigration. As the dates are greatly deranged, the circumstances after migration 

are generally obscure. It follows, therefore, that they involve some doubt. 

When in the case of Huang Yu it is purposely stated that it was based upon 

a tradition, we may take it as a true statement. 

As we come down to the South Sung period, we find a number of cases in 

which the generations of those who emigrated are definitely given, in a contrast 

to the preceding examples. As for Huang Ch'ung ~*32), it is said that his 

ancestors were people of Ku-shih of Kuang-chou; his 11 th generation ancestor 

Huang Ying 'ilfllf fled to Min and became a man of Shao-wu-chun; great 

grandfather I liz_ was granted T'ai-ch'ang-cheng ::t1tffe in his last years ; 

grandfather J u-ch'en rft.-g did not serve the Court; father Yu :Ji was appointed 

Ch'ing-wu-lang ;J.f?ii5; and Huang Ch'ung himself, Chin-tzi1 kuang-lu taju 3lf~ 
:3/tffrlfej(7:. The tomb-stone inscription of Huang Chung ~tj=I, son of Huang 

Ch'ung, reads approximately identical, except that it has corrected "the 11 th 

generation" as "the 12th generation" and refers to his passing of the chin-shih 

examination during the Shao-hsing *B~- Despite the fact that Ch'en Chu-jen 

flt@C became a chin-shih like Huang Chung in the Shao-hsing era, the record 

assents that the line of his ancestors can be known as far back as in the Latter 

Han {&.tffi'i and says that his 7th generation ancestor Ssu-ma E] ,~ moved from 

Kuang-chou to P'u-t'ien ffiEB of Ch'uan-chou to get away from the Five-Dynasty 

disturbances; later the family transferred its domicile to Chin 1~ of Ch'ing-ytian 

J!t5t ; Chu-jen's great grandfather Chih Ilf did not serve the Court; grandfather 

Chia-mo a,~ was granted a posthumous horror; and the father Kao ff became 

T'ai1u shao-ch'ing :;:t'.)Mj,'g~p.33) Though in the case of Huang Ch'ung and his 

son the dates of their emigration are not definitely given, they are represented 

as men of Ku-shih of Kuang-chou. As for Huang Ch'ung, the record writes 

"They took refuge in Min. It is the present Shao-wu-chtin in Shao-wu-hsien 

I?B"fg;Jij ". It must refer roughly to the period at which Wang Shen-chih entered 

32) Chu-wen-kung wen-chi *x 0: >(*, the ninety-first chilan ~' ~~JtfiiiJc (*) i~£tt;ufi. 
Ibid., Jc (r:p) 0:£~~i;. 

33) Kung-k'uei-chi Jj(~Jlr~, the eighty-ninth chilan ~' ~::ZM~±~f (@t:) 0:fr#x. 
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Fukien. If so, one would be the 12th genration ancestor and the other the 7th 
generation ancestor counted back from their descendants who were contemporaries 
at the beginning of the South Sung period. This would put the two dates too 
far apart. Whichever had been right, such a discrepancy may prove that it 
was not a historical fact. When viewed in this light, it would seem that, 
among those people mentioned above, there were many natives of this region 
who never actually emigrated, but later forged their origins by linking themselves 
to the historical affairs of Wang Ch'ao and Wang Shen-chih who emigrated to 
Min to found a kingdom. As treated in another article concerning Szechwan 
by the present author, this probably indicates the remarkable tendency between 
the middle of the Sung period and the South Sung period to trace the family 
lines as far back as possible. The chief difference here from the case of 
Szechwan bureaucrats is that those who claim themselves to be descendants 
of the T'ang bureaucrats are extremely few. This is because, as shown in the 
case of brothers Wang Ch'ao and Wang Shen-chih, those who emigrated from 
the Honan area into Fukien included a large number of powerful rural families 
and farmers. This would deserve our notice as a partial reflection of the fact. 
If so, however, even if linked to the emigration of the Wang family into Min, 
it would not serve to enhance the glory of the families as in the case of Szechwan. 
In spite of this fact, why did the native of this area claim that? Though they 
may have intended to link themselves to the Wang family, the founder and 
ruler of Min, what is more important is that they wished to be immigrants 
from other parts, especially of North China. As Fukien had been inhabited by 
non-Chinese people of South-Asian origins and development by Chinese had 
not been started until considerably later, the local bureaucratic families probably 
wanted to be considered Chinese, and what gave them a convenient pretext 
was the fact that many people had moved in from other parts of China. 

II. Those Recorded as Immigrants from Other Regions 

There are a large number of men whose ancestors are recorded as immigrants 
from regions other than Kuang-chou, but in many cases the names of. those 
immigrants are not given. Among these, few are of the earliest part of the 
Sung period, including Liu Jo-hsii ~!JE~, Ch'en Shih-ch'ing [~i:ltJ~P, Fang Chieh 
jjfdf, and Chang Mien %Hi§. As to the ancestors of Liu Jo-hsU34\ the record 

34) Ts'ai Chung-hui kung chi ~,t!:,~0*, the thirty-third chuan ~. wi=iBEB.ffl_Y~.f{~jij (;efftffl) 
0~7i&i, 
Lung Yun hsien-sheng wen-chi ij~~J't~:>z.Jf~, the thirty-second chuan ~. ;iJ::iWn::i: (~.'A:) 
~iti15, 
Hsi T'ang hsien-sheng wen-chi E§:/Jllfyt'.i:j(.~, the fourth chi1an '.fil, iij0F-f-.i (fffi£x) ~~-
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gives the names and offices for four generations since Liu Hsien Jlj;iJ,, the elder 
brother to Liu Yen jlj~ of the T'ang period, and says that those four generations 
lived sometimes at Ch'ang-an :lst~, sometimes between Fen-chou 13HM and Chin
chou ~fM; Liu Jo-hsu's great grand-father Chi ,fx became chieh-tu p'an-kuan @:(j 
Jl'.:*U'g of 0-chou ~HM; as the King's soldiers rose everywhere, he took his family 
and entered Min to settle down at Ch'uan-chou; Chi's son Wen-chi :y:Jjr!f (namely 
Jo-hsu's grandfather) moved to Fu-chou, married Wang Shen-chih's daughter 
and became a high official; J o-hsu's father Fu lf served Wu-yueh after the 
downfall of Min, but never served Sung; Liu J o-hsii was the second son of 
Liu Fu, passed the chin-shih examination during the reign of Chen-tsung and 
served as an official. "The kings' soldiers rose in everywere" would refer to 
the rebellion of the Ma .~ family, if judged from the text quoted below. 
What is given after the great grandfather Chi's moving to Ch'ilan-chou is probably 
true, while what precedes it seems to be based on something or other. In the case 
of Liu Keng-fu JU~;k:, namely a grandson of Liu J o-hsu, who lived probably 
under the reign of Shen-tsung, there are two brief but different versions of the 
Liu family-tree. One says, in accord with the foregoing, that Keng-fu was the 
8th generation descendant of Hsien, the elder brother of Yen, who at the Five
Dynasty period was chieh-tu p'an-kuan of 0-chou and settled down at Wen-ling 
during the rebellion of the Ma family; Hsien's son Wen-chi became a Min man 
to marry Wang Shen-chih's daughter; and as education offices (hsileh-kuan *'g) 
were established in five lu £:a- during Hsi-ning ~~'.¥, he was appointed to one 
of them. From this account it is evident that the above-mentioned "King's 
soldiers" referred to the rebellion of the Ma family. However, the other version 
says that Liu Yen of T'ang was succeeded from generation to generation down 
to the 4th generation ancestor of Liu Keng-fu, who established his household in 
Min due to his official post. When considered in terms of generations, the 4th 
generation ancestor corresponds to Wen-chi but his name is not given in this 
version, as the names of those who precede him. Another discrepancy, that he 
is recorded as if posterior to Liu Yen, should not be regarded as a careless 
mistake on the writer's part, but rather as a case in which the name Liu Yen 
is employed to represent the family because of the power he once exerted as 
Prime Minister. In spite of this, there is no doubt that the family existed since 
the Five-Dynasty period as one of the hereditary officials. As for Ch'en Shih
ch'ing35), the record gives account of his · family's origin at the beginning, 

35) Yuan{eng-lei-kao jf;]I!~~' the forty-ninth chilan ~' f~e=j,~~~!2:-jfiifl~E~-
It describes at the beginning his death in Hsiang-fu jfif:ffi=, his descent from Shun ~' 
and Chou fi!(j and Ch'un-ch'iu *f)( period. It reads: ;ttfftn§":Bt~~' /:!f:ftjtt.fi::"fs-'.JlZ 
~,~Z~,~~z~~'~ffiiOOZ~~0~ffl~,~*~~*~~'~x•0•,~~ 
*~±, ~10'~· 
In the above quotation ht.. is described to be chin-shih :iii± in Hsi-ning J¥R¥ era. Hsi
ning however is an era under the reign of Shen-tsung ffi~*' and since it describes first 
his death in Hsiang-fu, viz. Ta-chung-hsiang-fu *r=f=r~~ uncle the reign of Chen-tsung ~*' Hsi~ning must be a mistake. Yung-hsi ~~R is presumably the correct reading. 
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introducing him as the descendant of Ch'en Shih ~tJ.r of Han; then the record 

says that the Ch'en family of Ch'ang-ko :Bt~j (Ch'ang-ko-hsien :Bt~~ in Honan 

Province) emigrated to Sha-hsien zYWW: of Nan-chien-chou ]¥j~IJ1'['[ (Sha-hsien in 

Fukien Province) in the late T'ang. As for the great grandfather and grand

father of Shih-ch'ing, only the names are given, but the father is represented 

by his posthumous name Wen-yi.i-kurig )(#;-1}; Shih-ch'ing himself is said to 

have passed the chin-shih examination in the Hsi-ning era. Hsi-ning, as is 

stated in Note 35, must be a mistake; it must refer to Yung-hsi ~W~ (984-987) 

in the reign of T'ai-tsung. From his posthumous title it may be inferred that 

Ch'en Shih-ch'ing's father rose to a high post. It may be gathered, from these 

evidences, that the Ch'en family arose as bureaucrats at the beginning of Sung 

when Shih-ch'ing's father flourished, not too far removed from the date of their 

migration to Fukien, if the record is referring to the civil war in the last day 

of T'ang by 'late T'ang'. Here, therefore, it may look a little suspicious that 

neither the name of the person who moved nor the date of the migration is 

given, although it must have taken place only about the time of Ch'en Shih

ch'ing's great grandfather, on the analogy of the cases of families who are said 

to have moved in from Kuang-chmi However, it is recorded that Fang Chu

shu :1-f!&m!;, tz'u-shih of Ch'i.ian-chou of T'ang who was the 6th generation 

ancestor of Fang Chieh 1:f 1136), a man who lived about under the reign of Chen

tsung or Jen-tsung, emigrated from Mu-chou ~1'M to Hsing-hua-hsien t®!1t.li% 
of Ch'i.ian-chou during the civil war at the end of the T'ang period. Omitting 

the two intervening generations, the record says that Fang Chieh's great grand

father Ching g assumed the post of ch'ang-shih :Bt5e of Ch'ing-yuan rrNJJJ£ during 

the Wei-t'ang ~~ (False T'ang, namely South T'ang); grandfather Shou-yin 

9'11 became chu-pu .±~ of Chang-pu-hsien $i'm~; father Ting fl1a1ff' moved to 

P'u-t'ien ffi@ as he surrendered himself to Sung accompanying Ch'en Chung

shun ~tI!7Ji[~ at the beginning of the Sung period; and Fang Chieh himself 

passed the chin-shih examination. Again, as for the family of Chang Mien 

1Jr~37), leaving alone is antiquities, it is said that Yao ~' the son of Chang 

Tzu-yi.ian 1&-=f ffil of P'o-yang ll~~i, moved to P'u-cheng rftj of Chien-an ~'.t(. 

Then the record gives names of each generation from Yao's son Li ~' the 5th 

generation ancestor of Chang Mien, down, and says that they served South . 

T'ang until Chang Mien's grandfather; father died while young; Chang 

Mien himself assumed a government post. The date of Y ao's immigration is 

not given, but by analogy with the case of Fang Chieh, it must be supposed 

that it was in the last days of the T'ang period. Both of these families are 

36) Ts'ai Chung-hui kung chi ~,'(!;',~0*, the thirty-third chuan ~' jtjjiffe}'P~ll;j (ii) 0fi~ill 
Elf. 

37) Kung-shih-chi 0~*' the fifty-third chuan ~' tJrn:fck:k3f1Jii~i~tj=t§'Jf (~) 0Jft.t~. 
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recorded as having been in service for South T'ang, but the occupation of this 
area by South T'ang was some time after they conquered Min in the middle 
of the 10th century; as, prior to that, it was Min territory under the Wang 
family or the Kingdom of Yin Jg~, it would be wrong to say that the family 
served South T'ang for two generations, or all those prior to the grandfather 
did. However, not only the names of the immigrants and their generations, 
but as in the latter case each generation is named; so it would not be wrong 
to admit them as records of facts. 

A study of the records of those dated after the middle period of Sung shows 
that some comparatively early ones definitely state that their previous dwellings 
could not be known. As for the ancestors of Lin Chi t.J/(1f 38), the record says 
in the opening section "Nothing is known about their origin"; that they, flee
ing from the rebellion of Huang Ch'ao to Yen-p'ing M_2f.i at the end of the 
T'ang period, dwelt at Yu-ch'i :t~ (a hsien subordinate to Nan-chien-chou); 
those from Lin Chi's great grandfather down never served as officials; Lin Chi 
himself passed the chin-shih examination in the category i-k'o under the reign 
of J en-tsung to serve as the very first official from this district. Again, as for 
Yu Pei Jf<d1f39) of Yen-p'ing Jutzp, the record says "Nothing is known about 
their origin"; and then that Yu Huai-chih 1~t'[~;t': first came to and lived at 
Sha-yang 1Mi; neither his son Shou-ying ~~.M: nor his grandson Chi-lun ¥11fflf 
served as officials, but Yu Pei himself, during the reign of Jen-tsung, failed at 
the State examination, but during the reign of Shen-tsung ffr$* was appointed 
an official under special consideration. As for the Hu An-kuo tA:tz:m 40), his 
5th generation ancestor entitled Chu-pu-kung .±rl-0- emigrated to Chien-chou 
during the Five-Dynasty period and died there; nobody knew where he came 
from, but later tradition said it was somewhere in Chiang-nan 1I1¥J; neither 
Hu An-kuo's great grandfather Jung ~ nor grandfather Han ~ served as 
officials; father Yuan 1)#1 became Hsuan-i-lang lf ~t.!B; and during the Shao-sheng 
*B£ era Hu An-lmo passed the chin-shih examination. Hu Hsien tJ!~, son of 
Hu An-kuo's cousin, is said to have been a man of Ch'ung-an ~HI**; neither 
his grandfather Sung ~ nor his father Ch'un ri served as officials; but Hu 
Hsien studied so assiduously that he was appointed a professor in the district 
academy (chou-hsueh chiao-shou 1'1'1~~~). The records of these three families 
:i;nay be comparatively true to facts, but their ancestors' previous abodes are not 
given, and it is not definitely known who immigrated. Therefore, when the 

38) Yen-shan-chi i~Ilr~, the thirty-third chuan ~' *~*'~** (f.t!t) ,0. 
39) Yen-slzan-chi i~llr~, the thirty-fourth chuan ~' 1!1f1fu (1m0 :f;!f~t-
40) Fei-jan-chi ~fl.tfl, the twenty-fifth chiian ~' 5'c0fr#;Jc reads: ]i-J:!:1:f!El.JJ:±t-10, ]i{-\'.;_i:/::i 

~ijHltz'.l!-=f*r", ~i§J~,g:i!Ji, J\JHIJ~jf,fi"*, 1&-J:!:1:t§~-:z;.-, *rimJ\-m, -;z;.-k. 
Chu-wen-kung wen-chi ~¥:Jt 0 Jt~, the ninety-seventh chuan ~' ~ (~) -0fr#:k. 
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records say that they immigrated from other regions, the statement is probably 
not based on any fact. Yet it is worth noticing that they make this kind of 
statement. 

Apart from these, those of which the places of origin are not definitely 
given include the families of Chu Cho *wi of the last days of the North Sung 
period, Sheh Yung ~[rJ"f:[ of Early South-Sung period, Lu Fu-jen §;}~,A and Hsu 
Hsu 1i~ of South Sung; all of them, except Hsu Hsu, are represented as 
descendants of the T'ang bureaucrats, implying that their ancestors had moved 
in from other provinces. In his biography of the Sung-shih (Bk. 372), Chu Cho 
is recorded as the descendant of Ching-tse 1:(&t[IJ, Prime Minister of T'ang; Chu 
Cho's 7th generation ancestor fled into Min, and became a man of Min-hsien 
/]fjJWf.; generation after generation the family studied 1-ching; Chu Cho passed 
the chin-shih examination in the 5th year of Hsuan-ho "&1P (1123). As for 
Sheh Yung ~flffim, after briefly referring to the past of the family, the record 
says that, when many aristocrats of Central China moved to the south to 
escape the disaster of the civil war of Huang Ch'ao ~Ji, the Sheh family also 
settled down in Ch'iian-chou because of an official post there; when Ch'en 
Hung-chin [sf1:;,lt~ surrendered himself to the··Court at the beginning of the 

Sung period, Su *' the 5th generation ancestor of Sheh Yung, accompanied 
him to the Court and was awarded wen-hsueh )'(~ of Ch'iian-chou; Pin j', 
Fu 1~ and Pao-ch'en it@, the great-great-grandfather, great-grandfather and 
grandfather of Sheh Yung respectively, served as officials; but T'ing ~' his 
father, did not serve as an official; Sheh Yung himself passed the chin-shih 
examination during the South Sung period. As for the ancestors of Lu 
Fu-jen42), · it is said that they represented a celebrated family in Ho-tung tpJJ;!( 

in the T'ang period; during the Chien-fu lf-U~ era (874-879), Shih-yil-shih ft1!~3.: 
Hang-li trJt took refuge in Chien-yang ~~I where he established his household; 
a hundred years after the founding of Sung dynasty, LU Fu-jen's father Hsi
shuo itfm- passed the chin-shih examination, and served in several offices at the 
beginning of South Sung. As for Hsu Hsu 1i~43), his ancestors are said to 
have moved to P'u-cheng :oo:lift of Chien-chou during the civil war of the late 

41) Ch'eng-chai-chi ~~*' the one hundred and nineteenth chilan ~' tru•ic{JJrJ* (l.!lJt) /J::: 
ffjfx. 
As to his life after the rebellion of Huang Ch'ao Ji:~, it reads: ~Ji~IL, i:p.i)ff ±* 
jfi±fuffi :a:, ~a; 1±-=:f * \3l ,@~. 
There is his biography in Sung-shih *3:.'., the three hundred and eighty-fourth chilan ~
It describes that he was a man from Hsing-hua-chlin J.!-1~]![ Hsien-yu ~~ and became 
chin-shih ;(fg:c in the Shao-hsing if:'IJ.!. era. 

42) Chu-wen-kung wen-chi *x/J:::)(*; the ninety first chilan ~' *A8fl;;Jf~ti15 reads: ~~ 
Ff:f~11i~j~Zf-JEA, j1~51f:-t±l:;JJtm~ri:iJ*~~. 1¥tJ1lfl~1~fiE!l.RfrZ~- 3'!fH!M~*~~J, 7i:k 

43) Ch'eng-chai-chi ~~*' the one hundred and twenty-fifth chilan ~' 1I*31sf=U~ (@) ;I;. 
~;\\;,~. 
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T'ang and Five-Dynasty period. Though the names of the three generations 
from his great grandfather down are given, it seems that Hsu Hsu was the 
first person of the family to pass the chin-shih examination to be appointed an 
official. Of these, Chu Cho and Lu Fu-jen are described as the descendants of 
the central bureaucrats of the T'ang dynasty; If so, they may be inferred to have 
come from North China, especially from Ch'ang-an. As for the descendants· of 
Chu Ching-tse *Wc.&IJ, the alleged ancestor of Chu Cho, a good deal is known 
concerning them down to the last days of the T'ang period. When it comes 
down to the Sung period, however, neither the Chu family nor the Lu family 
appears in historical records for a considerable length of time. In the case of 

Sheh Yung .,JI, the history since the appointment of Su *' the 5th generation 
ancestor, at the beginning of the Sung period, can be trusted; but nothing is 
said about the name of the man who settled down in Ch'uan-chou, or his relation 
with the 5th generation ancestor. Therefore, it is doubtful whether they were 
really the descendants of the T'ang bureaucrats. Also it could not be believed 
that they came to Fukien from other provinces. 

Over against . these, there are as many whose previous abodes are given. 
Among them, there are cases iri which, as in those of Huang Chung-hsien ~ 
r:p~ and Chang Tsai ~ir.:l, the names of those who moved or their dates are 
not mentioned. The ancestors of Huang Chung-hsien44) are said to have come 

into Fukien from Ch'ao-chou ~HI (Ch'ao-an-hsien w!~Jli!lf. in Kuang-tung lit~ 
province.), lived first at P'u-ch'eng of Chien-chou and then moved to Shao-wu
chun ~B~JJ; both Huang Chung-hsien's great grandfather and grandfather 
were known for their secret good conduct ; father Meng ~ was the first one 
of the family that pased the chin-shih examination; and he himself also passed 
it in Yuan-yu (1086-1093). As for Chang Tsai ~m¥45

\ it is said that the family 
had lived at Yu-chang ~~ for generations and later moved to Chien-an; 
during the time of South Sung, Ku ,:§, Chang Tsai's 4th generation ancestor, 
became as a chin-shih, but he failed to distinguish himself as an official; great 
grandfather P'in jJ[ was appointed Hsing-pu lang-chung H!Jir~Ji1Br:p; grandfather 
became Li-pin-fu-shih wl~IIJ1t and moved to Su-chou iR1'M; father Tzu ~ 
became Tzu-cheng-tien hsileh-shih ~il;)C/%z~±; and Chang Tsai himself also 
served as an official. 

There are other cases in which the accounts of the dates of migration are 
a little more detailed than in the foregoing, though only few of them give the 
names of those moved, using the number of generations instead. Those whose 

44) Chu-wen-kung wen-chi *X-0.::Z*, the eighty-ninth chilan ~' )Wjtf::k*1i (i:p~) ·2Jl\1m 
E1'-

45) Hung Ch'ing chu-shih wen-chi ~~,@±)(*, the thirty-third chilan ~. *it5Ctc1¥Jl:$::k*iir 
(ml) -0£~~-
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place of origin and dates of emigration are introduced are Huang Jen-tao Jiff: 
~ under about the reign of Jen-tsung, Sheh Fen ~17.J' and Wei Ch'u-shih ~ 
~± at the end of North Sung and at the beginning of South Sung, and Liu 
Tzu-yu JU--1-~;3 and his son Kung fA: at the beginning of South Sung. As for the 
ancestors of Huang Jen-tao46\ they were people of Chiang-hsia f.I;;: (Wu-chang 
j\~~' Wu-han j\jljt City, Hupeh province); the family emigrated in the civil 
war at the end of T'ang separately to Chiang-nan and Hsi-shu 5-ll (Szechwan); 
those resided at P'u-ch'eng of Chien-an became a celebrated family, but no one 
was elevated to a high rank; Yuan-chi :51:a, the great grandfather of Jen-tao, 
founded the family tradition of Confucian learning; Chiao ft, grandfather, pas
sed the chin-shih examination and served as an official in the Sung period; 
Jen-tao's father, Ch'ien-shan hsien-sheng Mrlr)t;'.'.t, failed in the State examina
tion; in the Huang-yu ~,mi era (1049-1053) Huang Jen-tao himself passed 
the chin-shih examination. The ancestors of Sheh Fen47) had lived at Chin
ling ~~~' but moved southward in the civil war of Five-Dynasties to Yen-p'ing; 
Sheh Fen's grandfather further moved to P'ing-chiang ZpfI and established a 
household there; father passed the Examination in the category chia-k'o Ej3 ;f4-
during Hsi..:ning and served as an official; Sheh Fen himself also was made an· 
official through his father's influence. The ancestors of Wei Ch'u-shih48

i were 
people of Pien-chou t~fl'l who took refuge in Fukien during the Five Dynasties 
and first lived at Ou-ning )if'.~; the ch'u-shih's 4th generation ancestor Pi-shu 
shao-chien l£,-.::Irlf moved to Chien-yang ~U~; great grandfather was a Con
fucian scholar; grandfather failed in the chin-shih examination; the father passed 
the examination toward the end of North Sung; but the ch'u-shih himself died 
without an official title. As for both Liu Tzu-yti49 ) and his son Kung, their 
ancestors moved from Ch'ang-an to Chien-chou at the end of the T'ang period 
to settle down as a resident of Ch'ung-an-hsien *~\i!Jf-; Su ~' Liu Tzu-yu's 
great grandfather, and Min-hsien ,B;:;)t;, grandfather, taught Confucianism; father 

. Sui ~ held various high offices during the early part of South Sung; Tzu-yti 
himself also was appointed an officer. 

An instance in which all three, the place of origin, date and person, are 
mentioned is that of Ts'ao Chung •q:r 5oi at the end of North Sung. The 
family was originally from Shou-yang jij% (a classical name for Shou-hsien ji 

46) Wu-wei-chi m'i~*' the fourteenth chilan ~' lJ.l$~M~o&1'1tl: (1:Em) Jtt:s·1-rtfj(. 
47) Yiln-ch'i-ch ;[~~*' the twenty-fourth chilan ~' £~~1HiJM1[1[~± · · · · · · ~ (fil) /J;. 

~~~-
48) Fei-Jan-chi 3tft,*, the twety-sixth chilan ~' ~±~~-£t&ii5. 
49) Chu-wen-kung wen-chi ~,r.J'.(IJ;.J'.(*, the eighty-eighth chuan ~' J,'{~fill (-=f~) !J;.jjilp;lg~. 

Ibid., Ill (~) [i111ll!E~-
Jbid., the ninety-seventh chilan fill (~) 1"JtD\:· 

50) Fei-jan-chi 3tft,*, the twenty-sixth chilan ~' icJifE$~~-e- (i:p) ilfJ,=tl\*-i. 
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JI% in Anhwei ~11 Province); Ts'ao Chung's 7th generation ancestor took refuge 
in Fukien escaping from the civil war of the Five-Dynasties and was buried at 
Sha-yang i::b~i, a reason why his descendants never left the district; both the 
grandfather and the father of Ts'ao Chung were awarded posthumous honors; 
and Ts'ao Chung himself passed the chin-shih examination toward the end of 
North Sung. 

According to these records, one half of them place the dates of emigration at 
the end of the T'ang period, or the end of the T'ang period, while the other 
half place the dates at the civil war of Five-Dynasties, or simply at the Five 
Dynasties; all these datings are either ambiguous or uncertain. And Wei Ch'u
shih's 4th generation ancestor is reported to have become an official, but none 
of the rest were officials except the father. In the cases of those in the last 
days of North S_ung or under South Sung, there are too long intervals between 
them and the migrations so that nothing is known about the affairs during the 
intervals; in spite of this, the accounts of the migration are rather detailed. 
Besides, the records of the middle part of North Sung clearly state often that 
their previous abodes are unknown, while those of the last days of North Sung 
and under the South Sung regime contain nothing to that effect. This is 
probably because, like the previously mentioned men recorded as emigrating 
from Kuang-chou, the natives of Fukien sometimes pretended that they had 
migrated from other provinces. And a study of the regions to which they 
migrated shows that, among those recorded as immigrants from Kuang-chou or 
Ku-shih-hsien, settlers in Fu-chou number a half and outnumber all others, 
with those in Ch'ilan-chou in the second place. It may be inferred that this is 
a result of the close relation of Fu-chou and Ch'ilan-chou to Brothers Wang
Ch'ao and Wang Shen-chih, whom many had actually followed to live in these 
districts. Most of those reportedly coming from regions other than Kuang-chou 
or Ku-shih are found in Chien-chou; Ch'i.ian-chou and Nan-chien-chou follow 
it. This is, partly at least, because Chien-chou was the the strategic point for 
the traffic connecting Fukien with Chekiang and Kiangsi. The fact, however, 
that, while other districts appear in the records of the .early or Mid-Sung, Chien
chou does not appear too frequently until the late part of the North Sung or 
the South Sung period, makes us suspect some artificiality. This .also would 
corroborate the theory of forged genealogies which has previously been discussed. 

There are not too many who are said to have settled down in Fukien 
because of their appointment to official posts in this district; in some of those 
cases the records specify that they remained there on account of the civil war 
at the end of the T'ang period. It is recorded that Ch'en Chiao ~Jlt{i 51), who 

51) T'ang Huang hsien-sheng wen-chi ~j!c~:'.i:X~, the sixth chuan ~' '§]Th[~* (-jg) -0~~~ 
reads: ~:;tJi.:ff=:+~i:!fj%, ffiP::~W~~:!:EY@±~, ~:!:£7(f£~$~, · · · · · · · ~TfLA 
f§1n1t~, -0~:Rfu, ~"ii, • • • • • • J't}g:=:4J&iffl, ~4~~, w:*§~~i,~ (~) -0rit$.1:m *~' · · · · · · lil§r!J · • · · · · ~11iZ~7(~$, · · · · · · J't1t=:4$. 
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passed the chin-shih examination during the Kuang-ch'i ~/t~ (885-887) in the 
last T'ang period, became the ts'an-chiln ~ii[ of Ching-t'iao-fu Jj':Olt)tt and was 
buried at P'u-tien 'ffi E8 in Ch'iian-chou after he was appointed ta-ts'ung-shih -J:::. 
1¾:-$- of a Fukien general; so he must have settled down in that district. He 
might have been transferred to the post in Fukien as he wished to escape the 
disaster of the last days of the T'ang dynasty. The ancestors of Ts'ui Chih-yao 
ttk~~ 52 ) lived in Ch'ing-ho frrM; I-liang ~%, the 4th generation ancestor of 
Chih-yao, was four times Prime Minister in the T'ang period; Li fJE, great 
grandfather, never served as an official; Hsii.n ~' grandfather, was Li-pu yilan
wai-lang ~f5~ffil.5~~B; l{f, father, proceded to his post of the hsien-ling of Chien
yang }!~I of Chien-chou, but confronted with the civil war of the whole 
country, he established his household in the district; toward the end of the 
T'ang period, Ts'ui Chih-yao, succeeding his father's profession, became an official ; 
upon the downfall of the Dynasty, he led his officers and men southward, but 
perished on his way to Chien-an; his son passed the chin-shih examintion and 
served the Sung Court. And as for Lin T'e t,;!(4~53), a man of the Five-Dynasty 
and early Sung, nothing is said about forefather; his grandfather Ling K'uei #~ 
serving Min became the hsien-ling of Nan-chien-chou and settled down there; 
Lin T'e himself served South T'ang and Sung. These can be trusted as true 
facts. As for Liu Ch'ung ~p*54) of the Five-Dynasty and Early Sung period, 
letting alone the question whether he was a descendant of the Liu family who 
prospered during the T'ang, the record says that his 5th generation ancestor Ao 
~ accompanied Mien ~' an uncle who was appointed kuan-ch'a-shih Jj~1.R by 
Min, to be ssu-ma E] .~ and later became ch'ang-shih :BtJt: of Chien-chou to 
live there; and after the four generations, Tan ~' Ch'iung 31'., Tsu ,fr')::: and 
Teng m, Ch'ung himself once became hsien-ch'eng ~* of the Min Kingdom; 
when the district was occupied by South T'ang, his son was appointed an 
official. This again may be fairly trusted because every generation is described. 
Besides, in the latter half of North Sung, P'an Ch'ang-yen 1:fil:~g and Wang 
Yin .:E.~ are found. As for the ancestors of P'an Ch'ang-yen t-i:~g 55), the 
record says that they were people of Jung-yang !fiHib ; during the reign of 
Hsi-tsung 11* (874-888) toward the end of the T'ang period, P'an Chi-hsiin 
1-i:~:9F,f_f became t'ai-p'u-ch'ing :;:t:{J!lflP, was dispatched to Fu-chou as an official, 
but on account of the civil war established his home there; ,Chi-ao *lijj, his 

52) Hsu-kung wen-chi ~0.J'.(~, the thirtieth chuan ;ffi, mfiiHl1J(l'r~i5i:p* (3&~) ~!U;UZl-
53) Sung-shih *Jt, the two hundred and eighty-third chuan ;ffi, .:Ei)(*~IYf-f;jyj,4~~-
54) Hsiao-ch'u-chi /Hi~, the thirtieth chuan ~, ~~JJ®±mtkli~$'.WP 0~) )M;/s~~~ 

reads: 1if-1\ilfill.J!Jt*~~~FJ:1~~;11, l!l*~NMlfl§'.1)~, c&~1'i'l:Bt31::~~, ~1:-.~, ~1:-.lt 
31:14:.nl'F, n\'¥14:.m, -r0~~~' -0-!-:15mH!L\, £;!:~A T~~~nx;A, mEJTIE11i::E*%11lwl.~, 
t) Nm1:J;\\\¥2E;, ifif*~~R ~ $, i3 ~'.EV¥:.82,~~1Iic, ~:BtT1L~:t:r&iU51I1l][~* · · · · 

55) Chang Yu-shih wen-chi 1.&:tf Jt)t~, the sixtiet~ chuan ~' ?'I (@1i ~) $~1£it. 
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younger brother, became t'ai-tzu ssu-i-lang JtroJgilW); after two generations, 
both Ch'ang-yen's grandfather Chi-fu am and grandfather Ch'u ilJ" became 
Sung officials; Ke 1ci, his father, did not serve; P'an Ch'ang-yen himself became 
an official. As for the ancestors of Wang Yin .3:.)]i 56\ the record says that Wu
kun f%II came there from Ho-tung M*, became the hsien-ling of Ch'ang-ch'i 
:lst~, and never returned; nothing is said about the generations which succeeded 
him; Wen-fang )(f]jj, the 6th generation descendant (the great grandfather of 
Wang Yin), was appointed Chao-tso-tso-lang ~1"F1~E.I~, but refused to assume the 
post, and lived in retirement writing books ; the 7th generation descendant Su 
~ (the grandfather of Wang Yin) modeled himself upon his father; To£, the 
8th generation descendant (the father of Wang Yen) failed in the chin-shih 
examination during T'ien-sheng "5(~; Wang Yin himself became a Confucian 
and instructed his son who later entered the T'ai-hsueh )t~ (academy) during 
the reign of Shen-tsuhg. This account is somewhat doubtful. Moreover, as a 
case of a man sent as an envoy, is the ancestor of Li Ch'u-tao *~§:f:\t57

) of the 
Mid Sung. His ancestors lived at Ch'en-liu ~.tif of K'ai-feng-fu OO!t.itt ;- but 
during the Liang of the Five-Dynasty period, Ch'eng ii was sent as an envoy 
to Min and settled down at Lien-chiang ~yI of Fu-chou, whose descendants 
became residents of Fu-t'ang /fr&~; The grandfather of Li Ch'u-tao was granted 
a posthumous honor; Yu-ch'ing ffe)it, the father, died as the chih-shih m$ of 
Ch'ang-chou ~1'M; so the family moved to Wu-hsien and Li Ch'u-tao himself 
passed the chin-shih examination during the reign of Ying-tsung ~*· 

III. Those Recorded as Natives of Fukien 

We may now take up those given as native sons of Fukien. The first 
Fukienese to become a chin-shih during the T'ang period was Hsueh Ling-chih @¥ 
43"Z who passed the examination in the 1st year of Shen-lung ;ii$JW~ (705) and the 

56) Yen-shan-chi i~t8*, the thirty-third chiian ~' ~.@:.@·±;t;it~ reads: '§-1f.:E£1;J,tIJg, EE ~JiO!~~:lsH~4s-, ~1'1&:½, nfil~XBiJ, i~;i\1i¥.ttM;~, AA~1"F-1ti:~~' ~l\i:p'§, tJA~ill ~Jj(;t, ~0.ii*ifflfS:;i;iJ5ffitJ7F, Wc1&--tfil~~' lt$1'1±, /\fil~&, 1lff!El,lfriHE=rm~z, :;R~i:p, Rl~*fffm, -1f-r~J!Ji, Prm~B, -=g·ffift~~fffim-;fp-; :t(Jl=J~Mz~, fffiiaslT1' i:iJ£,zaiil$t, !l±fffiB:zB, filmf1*1rffil:, PJ!ti, fijj)fL~i:iJ3f, ~~A--rff:ii:p, gr!Jhlz.lf~t.J :;jjf, M~i!ff¾, ..... . 
57) Chang Yu-shih wen-chi 9:/f-;;{5 31:.)t~, the sixtieth chiian ~' =$: (~m) ~]J[;l;t,"t, reads : Jc:~ --rz~~~-*~~**,E~~~~~~~~,~$~mz~tr,~fflmA,~~~±m, -f;; k. 

Pa-min-t;ung-chih /\Fr!f~~' the sixty-second chiian ~' A~Jfi"liifl'i,lff, *~:iiifR reads: ii rIA, · · · · · · A1t~*~' filz~t'i', t~--t:tl:fJJEl7.k;;;i5'i:U~~§mrL ff!Eltt!Ho'm1+l$~'§', lzl{t)\5~~-f;; k · 
The above quotations do not coincide ; the former describes that he entered government service with his great great grandfather, Yii-ch'ing i,~l\f, and the latter describes that he entered government service when he moved to Lien-chiang ~YI· 
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second one did not appear until Chen-yilan J§ljc (785-806) as previously stated. 

However, there are some others who may be regarded as bureaucrats dated from 

about the An Lu-shan Rebellion (755-7'63). And those recorded as moving here 

from the civil war of Yung-chia 7]< :g (311) prior to T'ang and others are 

discussed here for convenience' sake. 

As for the ancestors of Yang Mou ~*ss), they fled southward during the 

civil war of Yung-chia from Hung-nung r!;bJl. (in the south-west of Ling-pao

hsien !li.JtJJ/%, Honan), crossing the Y angtzekiang; after several generations, the 

family settled down in Min-yileh ~,~ (Fukien); Yang's great grandfather was 

appointed ssu-ma '§] .~ of Hstin-chou 1Jfl'l of T'ang; grandfather was chang-shih 

:ist.§e. of Chang-chou $HI; father was hsien-ch'eng 9/%7F- of Nan-an-hsien m*}Wf. 
of Ch'uan-chou; Yang himself was appointed acting ssu-ts'ang ts'an-chiln fi'§]if 

~- of O-chou ~~HI, And the ancestors of Cheng Wan :JBflJe.59) who died in 

the reign of Te-tsung 11* (780-806) had originally lived at Jung-yang ~~i; 

in the southern. migration in the Yung-chia era, a distant ancestor further 

migrated from the bank of the Y angtzekiang to Fukien and settled down at 

Chin.-chiang --wfyI; as the record mentions official positions held by the great 

grandfather down it seems that the family had produced bureaucrats for genera

tions; Cheng Wan himself married the younger sister of Ou-yang Chan ~~iM 
but did not apply for the chin-shih examination. So much for the families 

which are said to have migrated in the civil war of Yung-chia. 

Apart from these, the ancestors of Ou-yang Chan.60 i lived for successive 

generations in Fukien; his predecessors had been officials in Fukien, to say 

nothing of those who held such positions as chou-tso 1'H1tE and 'hsien-ling JWf.%; 

Ou-yang Chan himself was respected and loved by Ch'ang Kun ffi'1at, ex-premier 

and kuan-ch'a-shih of Fukien, and in the 8th year of Chen.-yilan (792) he passed 

the chin-shih examination. as the first man from this district to be successful. 

His biography in the Hsin-t'ang-shu (Bk. 203) says that he was a man of Chin

chiang whose ancestors had all been chou-tso. or hsien-ling (chou-tso was only a 

subordinate official). 

Now, _as records which describe only the men themselves, we may cite the 

biographies of Ch'en T'ung-fang ~i@jj and Hsieh T'ung ~t§f. Ch'en T'ung-

58) Ou-yang Hsing-chou wen-chi ~~Jfi J] )(*, the fourth chuan :ts, fi'@flfpj ~~1Jqi0~~t 
~ reads : ~~' ,t:~$11:1§.l/J:.A, 7J<:1;3IfllU., 0 ~ ti.~~z.fflfllFft~, ~;/J~OOm, ~jflfl.~:z;: k. 

The official titles of his grandfather and the rest of his family are described after the 

sentence quoted above. 

59) Ou-yang Hsing-chou wen-chi ~~£:ff J]Jt*, the fourth chuan :t5, ;{~;-=fb-1~ (B.m) 0~~~-

60) Ch'ang Li hsien-sheng chi §~,t:1:_~, the twenty-second chuan ~' ~~11:.~~-
A quotation from Min-ch'uan ming-shih-chuan flfilJl['.'.6±{$ in T'ai-p'ing-kuang-chi j(Zp~!c, 

the two hundred and seventy-fourth chuan ~, describes him : fll}'lfir:t.AJ§f :fc~m. 
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fang6D, a man of Min-hsien ™JJJPvf., passed the State examination in the reign of 
Te-tsung; but it is written that on account of a family trouble which forced 
him to return home, he lost the opportunity to rise to eminence. Hsieh T'ung's 
biography in the Chiu-wu-tai-shih (Bk. 20) says that he was a man of Fu-chou 
and failed to pass the chin-shih examination in the last T'ang period; as the 
rebellion of Huang Ch'ao ~ii broke out, he waited upon Chu Ch'lian-chung 
*¼}tt',; then he was invited by Hsi-tsung who was in the Szechwan and was 
appointed tz'u-shih; but again he followed Chu Ch'uan-chung. These men were 
all natives of Ch'uan-chou or Fu-chou, and it is remarkable that none of them 
came from Chien-chou in the interior. This means that the native bureaucrats 
rose first from the well-developed areas on the coast. 

In the Five-Cynasty period, there were a few who served as officials in the 
north such as Chang Hsi mm and Ch'en Pao-chi ~f1*i@~, but most Fukienese 
bureaucrats at that time became officials of the Min Kingdom and also of the 
South T'ang that conquered Min. 

Chang Hsi, according to the biography in the Sung-shih (Bk. 262), was a 
man of Min-hsien fl&JJWf. of Fu-chou, was invited to be chun-shih p'an-kuan ]![$ 
~FU'§' of Liu Chun-to iLl£~ when the latter was the tz'u-shih of Ti-chou ~11+! 
toward the end of the Liang Dynasty, and after serving in several offices during 
the Chou and Sung Dynasties became an official in the central government. 
Also Ch'en Pao-chi, according to his biography in the Chiu-wu-tai-shih (Bk. 96), 
he was a man of Min-chung fl&1 i=p who passed the chin-shih examination during 
the T'ien-ch'eng ;i(ftlt era (926-929) in the Hou-t'ang :fi&m period and was invited 
to be ts'ung-shih ~$ of the King of Ch'in * 3:. and was later appointed Li
pu yuan-wai-lang jjJf-'15~~5~.ritB, etc., but was relegated in the Chin ~ period. 

Among those who served in the Min government, there were Ch'en Te
ch'eng ~JMjftlt, Hsieh Te-ch'uan ~Hlti, P'an Shen-hsiu m'[L,{rt. The list seems 
to include many families who rose to bureaucracy by means of military services. 
The ancestors of Ch'en Te-ch'eng ~til~62

) were for generations great leaders 
in Chien-an; as the Min Kingdom declared independence, both Mao-hsin Etf,Jf, 
Te-ch'eng's great great grandfather, and T'ao ill, grand-father, served as generals 
with their valor and talent; Hui ~' father, became chieh-tu-shih of Chung-i-chiin 
,T;'Jt]![; Ch'en Te-ch'eng himself was appointed Yu-ch'uan-niu-wei chiang-chun -;{j' 
f4:fljj!~]![; during the reign of South T'ang, Ch'ien 1w, his son, was appointed 

61) T'ai-p'ing-kuang-chi :;t:zp:!Jtic, the two hundred and sixty-fifth chuan ~' ~l3ffl1f{liRic~
Ch'un-hsi-san-shan-chi 1¥/fR.=:fli~, the twenty-sixth chilan ~. A.!/m9U'if4::g;, ~JGT~{!iR also descibes him : /Ml~A, *8:m~~.%'s. 

62) Hsil-kung wen-chi :/ffe0Jt*, the sixteenth chilan ~' m,'i1',~$'.f6!.t'ffe11'i'll!H1~1~Jt0 (f~ JJ,x;) ;ilt;t~ reads: J1tffiJl[A., wffliRi&, 1*~*it, itc!ltB¾~~~ffe1:tc, .:E'.¥:i:/=1f15&,/Ml:::a~j'.z:, · · · · · · fJtt/jf!El~~ · · · · · · 1@~ J;J~:t ~~' · · · · · · Jt~~;&:;t}ffit~1ti:/=1ffe11'1'l!~IJ3:,11',~]![ WJ.t'1t, )t:0:i'i'.0A.ffi1!fJ, ~Pfinti'-=ftt-ffwH!{f~, :i';k. 
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chao-tso tso-lang ~1t16:L~B for consideration of his ancestors' past services. This 

means that the family turned to civil services during the reign of South T'ang. 

Hsieh Te-ch'uan ~Hitf, according to his biography in the Sung-shih (Bk. 309), 

was a man of Fu-chou; his father Wen-chieh )(fp served the Min and was 

appointed hsien-ling of Hou-kuan, then t'uan-lien-shih imfl1i of Jao-chou liiHI; 

later he was killed in the battle with the Sung forces; Te-chti.ian himself was 

appointed chuang-chai fu-shih Jif~IU1i, and after he surrendered himself to 

Sung, he was appointed hsiln-chien ~t@: of Shensi, ti-hsia san-ssu ya-ssu tJU!.:.:: 

'§}ff.ijo], etc. Unlike these two, the family of P'an Shen-hsiu l*')j'.{1t, it seems, 

rose as civilians from the beginning. According to his biography in the Sung

shih (Bk. 296), he was a man of P'u-t'ien-hsien =[i83~ of Ch'i.ian-chou; his father 

Ch'eng-yu ffi.ffi# first served Min Kingdom, then submitting himself to Chiang

nan Kingdom fI1¥Jl1 (South T'ang), rose to be hsing-pu shang-shu 3flj$f~"l7; 

P'an Shen-hsiu himself was appointed an official on his father's merit; and 

later he served for the Sung court in many offices and was specially promoted 

as chih-chou %11'1'\, yu-chien-i tai-fu tr~ii*x, etc. 

There were many more families who rose to eminence under South T'ang; 

it is to be observed that they served as civilian officials from the beginning. 

As for Chiang Wen-wei iIJ'Ci\163) of South T'ang, apart from the claim that 

his ancestors were men of Kao-ch'eng :;Jg3m of Chi-yang ~~j who produced 

dutiful children, loyal ministers and great generals during the Han and South 

Dynasties period but later transferred their domicile to Chien-an to escape a 

civil war, the record says that they were a noted family in Chien-an; both Pi 

m.lt, Wen-wei's grandfather, and Ch'in *' father, made it a family constitution 

to lead a life of secret virtue and integrity; but Chiang Wen-wei rose to a high 

post in the South T'ang government. Again, Liu Ch'ang-yen iiJ @1i g, according 

to his biography in the Sung-shih (Bk. 267), was a man of Nan-an 1¥I* of 

Ch'uan-chou who was devoted to learning in youth and was invited to be 

Kung-ts'ao ts'an-chun J:}Jl!f ~]![ by Ch'en Hung-chin r~WUi, the chieh-tu-shih of 

Fukien; later he pledged allegiance to Sung, and, passing the chin-shih exa

mination, was appointed chih-chou, etc. Besides these, there are some men of 

the Sung period whose ancestors had been officials in the South T'ang govern-

63) Hsu-kung wen-chi ~0)tffi, the fifteenth chuan ~' m~t>1'~±1I ()tiJ) ~ilJ;t~ reads: 

~~~~i~~A -fu, • • • · · · tEtl~~~r, t1:*~mii!f¥, t1:W~mf1Jt¥.F, tE~t~m§µj§2:, 
:RM13ttJ, ti7](1l,*fs, ~ml*rmii~, ~iffi~lrm~M, 1'A:~1H~:t:, i:J:tmj(tt, ~~ft::E~mlt~ 
*' ~P)[IWIH-m~, ~mM~, ·!iM;;mi~~*ZJf, 1f'.i:~DZ~, ._ ..... fti!~ffi§.~~*::E*P-~ 
mrn!t · • • • • • ¥1Hl'J:fi*gfil1§, • • • • • • }~7.k'ffl3~5i-~~, -:ii:k.-
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ment. The ancestors of Wu Mou ~~64) were a great family in Chien-an; 
Wu's great grandfather and grandfather served the Li :$ family of Chiang-nan 
iITff Kingdom as ch'ang-shih of Chien-chou and li-pu yuan-wai-lang ::Ri5~j§)_7}-il[) 
respectively; father was chiln-shih-t'ui-kuan '.lJlH-l'§' of T'ing-chou 1.f j'l'[ ; but 
pledged allegiance to Sung and became chu-pu of Hsin-cheng-hsien #Jrj.~~; as 
Wu's father died while he was young, he did not serve as an official; but his 
son became an official. Again, Chang Yu-chih ijijz:[[65) of about the reign of 
of Jen-tsung was also a man of Chien-an; sipce his great grandfather was ap
pointed chiln-shih-t'ui-kuan 5J-$*'g of Chien-chou under the Li family of 
Chiang-nan, his grandfather became chao-tso tso-lang lf1"'P1~E!~ of Sung and father 
chieh-tu P'an-kuan lnll>Mt' of Ching-t'iao-fu; Chang Yu-chih traveled various 
districts; and his son passed the chin-shih examination. A great deal later ap
pears Huang Tzu-yu 1fi.-r1fff-66

) around the end of North Sung and the beginning 
of South Sung. His family is said to have originated from the Huang family 
of P'u-ch'eng oo:l:j and was a well-known family in Fukien; Yuan-chi ::5=ta, 
his 5th generation ancestor, served the Li family of Chiang-nan and noted for 
his poetry, though the posts he held are not record ; Kuan 11, the 4th generation 
ancestor, became ssu-li ts'an-chiln P}:El~lj[ of Ch'iian-chou ~1'1'[; Hsiao-hsien ~ 
Jt, the great grandfather, became t'ai-ch'ang po-shih .::t1-¥nl± and was buried at 
Yuan-chiu 7[E: of Ch'en ft (Huai-yang-hsien $M'h~ in Honan Province); and 
the descendants settled down at Yuan-chiu: Hao-ch'ien *f~}ffF, the grandfather, 
was appointed chih-shih of Ying-chou f&H+l; and Huang Tzu-yu himself was 
appointed ch'ao-ch'ing-tai-ju lJJiw*x• From this record it may be inferred that 
the family lasted as one of the civil officials since the South Sung period. 

The foregoing instances would serve to tell one of the differences between 
the Min and South Sung regimes; in the former there were a number of those 
who came following Wang Ch'ao and Wang Shen-chih all the way from the 
Kuang-chou district in Honan, and as the country was militaristic, a · number 

64) Lin Ch'uan hsien-sheng-wen-chi ~Jl[x'.i:Jt~, the ninety-fourth chilan ~' ~~±;i;tt~ 
reads: ~~~¾A1c:~*:1d1, '@:1;::;'>(~;!i!:, ~Jl'i:R.R, ::k:5(~;1/l;ti!n~'f§, tt~t3tflj:lt:R 
$ffei_j~E/~, ~rI7'¥fl=~mfli-fu,, ;f$~~. :R$WJ/5Z)c-f-, [r-/Ja;Jj:f±rIWJ~t.Ji·fi:, ~;s;z 
~~~. i'&t .. HTv-l'i'~lH1ftg, tw~llta~11)L ±i~Z5FJT~llf'.I, i!;:.J,<f!ll · · • · · · ~-r.:::.A, ITT'$· 
1f · · · · · · .:::.A~?X J;J:01g±ffet1J~J~~, m:i $~::tlf'-1'if~l[.fi'.J/=t'§£: J:z · 

65) Lin Ch'uan hsien-sheng-wen-chi ~~) 11 x'.i:Jt~, the dinety-first chuan ~' ~*~ (-t5t110 ;g
~it~-

66) Sheng-ch'i-wen-kao ~'}1tt~, the thirty-third chilan ~' lJ.lfr1r::k~I;:d± · · · · · · ~0--f-w~ 
tMl115-
The epitaph of Huang Jen-chien ~1=1:0t, Court Gentlen~an-Advisor and son of Huang 
Tzu-yu ''Jtj_=f1lfj, (~~El~~.!\";i;t;t,~) in Kung-k'uei-chi :i&!t~~' the one hundred and third 
chuan ~, ;i;t;t~{f describes about him: *H=l~$rJlt!mfi'iJ;itz1J*, ~M~!MiFsi~Ji1§.~W1± 
-rr:J:irJ, l;sl~-r~tZ:ffi, £:J:z • 
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of them rose to eminence as soldiers. while in the latter as soon as the conquerors 

began to rule, they employed a great many natives and, the State being 

bureaucratic, a number of them rose to eminence as civilian officials. And the 

fact that those who became officials in the South T'ang regime were generally 

Chien-chou natives deserves our notice in this contrast that most of those 

recorded as the followers of Wang Ch'ao and Wang Shen-chih during or at the 

end of the T'ang period were found in Fu-chou or Ch'uan-chou. There is a 

political reason for this, because while Chien-chou occupied a strategic point for 

those entering Fukien by land from the direction of Chekiang and Kiangsi, 

there existed no such relation as between the Founder, the Wang family and 

the people of Fu-chou and Ch'lian-chou in founding the Min regime. Probably 

another reason is that, because Chien-chou was located in a remote interior, it . 

was developed later than Fu-chou or Ch'lian-chou. 

Even in the Sung period, there were only a few native bureaucrats at the 

beginning. It is said that the ancestors of Chang Shih 7.R":c\ 67) originally lived 

at P'u-ch'eng of Chin-chou, but later moved to Chien-an; for three generations 

none served as officials; Chang Shih's father accompanied the son on his studies 

outside the district and helped the latter to pass the chin-shih examination 

during the T'ien-hsi :51(Jjfg. era under the reign of Chen-tsung; There appear 

more and more after Jen-tsung 1=* of the middle period; in some cases are 

guessed the circumstances as well as are given the dates of the new rise to 

bureaucracy as the man himself, or his father, or his grandfather, or his great 

grandfather is recorded as a newly appointed official.. There are few bureaucratic 

families which could be considered lasting ever since the Five-Dynasty period. 

The rest date from the Sung period, mostly from after the middle of the Sung 

period. It may be noticed that so many are recorded as natives. Among them, . 

as for the middle North Sung period, there are Ch'en Chu ~*~' Ts'ai Hsiang 

~B and Yu Tso af:f-~'l:: and, as for the last part, Chiang Ch'i iI:F.tf, Weng 

Yen-shen *~7*, Chu Tsung $!(*, Lin Hsiao-tse **7!~ Hsieh Fu ~t~, Wei Ch'u

shih ;t~± and C'hen J u-i ~tziz::}l. 
Ch'en Chu ~1~68

) of about the time of Jen-tsung was a man from Chien

yang ~~,j of Chien-chou; Jen-lu CiJ, his great grandfather, is recorded as 

ta-li p'ing-shih ::f(l_lg1f$; Ying-ch'i (tl{;[tJ[, grandfather, and Shang fflf, father, 

were granted a posthumous honor; Ch'en Chu himself is said to have given 

up to his younger brothers the positions he was to be appointed on account of 

his father's meritorious services, implying that the father rose to a high position. 

67) Lin Ch'uan hsien-sheng-wen-chi jmJIIJt'.i:Jt*, the ninety-second chilan ~' '§JitEJ~i:p'.J:E{: (;i:\) 

£~M'6• 
68) Ku-l?ng hsien-sheng-wen-chi tf~5t:.~Jt*, the twenty-fifth chilan ~' jjiji:p:fnf.5t:.~j (~) 1;; 

£tt~. 
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He himself is said to have passed the chin-shih examination and to have served 

in several offices. The appointment of the great grandfather may go back to 

the beginning of the Sung period or even to the Five-Dynasty period. Again, 

Ts'ai Hsiang ~iJ!69) of about the time of Jen-tsung is ·definitely stated to have 

been a farmer's son at Hsien-yu; Hsien ~' his great grandfather, did not serve; 

both Kung ~' grandfather, and Hsiu ~' father, were granted a posthumous 

honor, probably on account of Hsiang; he passed the chin-shih examination in 

the reign of Jen-tsung and rose to a high post; there followed his descendants 

one after another who passed the chin-s,hih examination or were appointed 

officials on account of their fathers, and · the family prospered through the 

Sung regime. Though they are represented as farmers, they were probably 

landlords or rich farmers. Yu Tso m.r-Wt70) was a man of Chien-yang of Chien

chou ~Hl~~~; neither Shang fbj, · his great grandfather, nor Li-chih jjjfz, 
grandfather, served; Ch'ien 1!, father, was granted a posthumous honor; Yli 

Tso himself passed chin-shih examination in the 5th year of Yuan-feng (1082) 

under the reign of Shen-tsung and was promoted to yu-shih 1iEP3::; and his son 

is also recorded as becoming an official. 

Toward the end of the North Sung period, Chiang Ch'i iII#71 ) lived at 

Pei-lo-Ii ~tMt'i!. in Chien-yang-hsien of Chien-chou; his great grandfather and 

grandfather became teachers in the community, and in the late years he was 

decorated by special favor as chu-pu of chiang-tso-chien }1~1"f~: father passed the 

chin-shih examination; Chiang Ch'i himself was granted the qualification of 

ch'u-shen l±l~- in the 3rd year of Hslian-ho 'stl::J (1121) and became a professor 

in the chou-hsueh Hl~ of Yung-chou 7]c1'f'!. Hsieh Fu iM~72\ also a man of 
Chien-an of Chien-chou, had great grandfather and grandfather who endeavored 

to increase the family wealth; and it was his father who for the first time in 

the family turned to the learning and instructed children; Hsieh Fu himself 

passed the chin-shih examination in the YLian-fu era and was appointed official; 

and his son was also given a. position on account of the father. From these 

records it may be seen that the family amassed wealth and attained learning 

for several generations before they rose to bureaucratic eminence. Again, Weng 

69) Ts'ai Chung-hui kung chi ~,t,~'.'Z;JI~, the first chuan ~' JR~)'(~~~-{~ reads : 1111:®~ 
5E-=f-fu, ~MA{f-*:®±l}Elit~-, · · · · · ·. 
The inscription of i::p7(::*':~0{$JfiitimE~ in P'ing-yuan-hsi-kao :zp.~mflfl, the twenty-third 

chuan ~, reads: rli:~~i:!:!:5E~1t1Jz 11l1~, 13 0~fflf1;Ff!J'€f~1ti~;Ii%rnLr.. ~!J\!PF~, ,TS',~0tJJ: 
im83!A"J, *j§;~Ej=lf4, A.5F5~~!ilt:~±m~;_z. 
Ts'ai Shen ~{$ is Ts'ai Hsiang's ~$ grandson and Ts'ai Min's ~~ son. Chung
hui-kung ,l:s',~0 is Ts'ai Hsiang himself. 

70) Yu Chi-shan hsien-sheng chi W~LlJx~*' the first chii,an ~. ~§g and :/fE!l.Rlf (Mt) 0 
~iui. 

71) Fei-jan-chi §e~*' the twenty-sixth chilan ~' lc'.§?l&i51I (f.§r) ;e1;~iti'6• 
72) Fei-jan-chi §e~~' the twenty-sixth chii,an ~' lA'fU5i1t (¥) ;E1;11i;t~. 
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Yen-shen WJ@tif73) lived at Po-sui s1.k of Ch'ung-an-hsien of Chien-chou; 
his great grandfather did not serve; grandfather was granted a posthumous 
honor; father became ch'aoj'eng-lang liIJHt~B; he himself was given the ch'u-shen 
of a chin-shih in the Shao-sheng ~~ era. Chu Tsung *~ was of the Chu 
family of Hsien-yu-hsien that had moved there from their original abode P'ei 
under some unknown circumstances; Ying ~' great grandfather, did not serve 
as an official; Tuan liffif, grandfather, was granted a posthumous honor; Fu ~' 
father, was chi-shih-chung *~$r=j=i; Chu Tsung himself was appointed t'ai-miao 
chai-lang 7'(ftm~~B on account of his father's· meritorious services, was promoted 
to a hsien-wei JW?,)M in the 2nd year of Ch'eng-ho IE!z;fn (1112), and finally 
rose to high position. Ch'en Ju-chi ~trfrt~74) was a man of Kan-hua-li J®1t~ 
in Yung-feng-hsiang 5-l<..l:*mr, of T'ung-an-hsien fpjy:JWf- of Ch'iian-chou; neither 
Chu ~' great grandfather, nor Yen-ssu gID]flJ, grandfather, served as officials; Hsi 
Jjfl, father, was granted a posthumous honor; he himself was granted a shang-she 
ch'u-shen J:¾1±1¾ in the 8th year of Ch'eng-ho (1118) and rose to ch'ao-san-lang 
}!I}l~JilB. Lin Hsiao-tse t,{($~ was a man of P'u-t'ien ffi ES ; neither Chih W, his 
great grandfather, nor Fu 1~, grandfather, served as officials; Hsiian ~' father, 
became a ch'eng-i-lang 5J!lf~B; he himself passed the chin-shih examination i11 
the Hsiian-ho era and served as an official. 

At the beginning of the South Sung period, such native Fukienese as Chiang 
Ch'ing-ch'ing Ufrr9~P, Ch'en Chun-ch'ing f1J~H~9~P, Huang Yu ~r-P-il, and Chang 
Wei 11Hit are found. Also, though not from a bureaucratic family, an interesting 
instance is that of Lu T'ang ~i~- Chiang Ch'ing-ch'ing75 l was a man of Chien
yang of Chien-chou, who established his estate at Pei-lo-li; Ts'e ),Wlj, his great 
grandfather, was appointed a chu-pu of chiang-tso-chien }1~1"F~; Li :{L, grandfather, 
tso-ch'aoj'eng-lang ilfJ1$li1B; and Ch'i f{ff, father, tso-hsuan-chiao-lang and ft][ 
~JilB chou-hsueh chiao-shou 1'1'!~~~; Chiang Ch'ing-ch'ing himself could not 
pass the chin-shih examination, gave up the idea of becoming an official, and 
died in the· 14th year of Ch'un-hsi ill'?~ (1187). Probably the appointment of 
his great grandfather as chiang-tso-chien chu-pu took place in the last days of 
North Sung. It seems that, because the services of the family lasting for three 
generations were not quite enough to earn a position for the son, he gave up 
the idea of serving the government upon failing in the examination. As for 

73) Fei-jan-chi ~~~' the twenty-sixth chuan 5ffi, tflJ!~::k~~ (gf:8f-.) -0~:i.&J~. 
Hung Ch'ing chi1-shih wen-chi /I;l\}~)5'J:.>C~, the thirty third chuan 5ffi, *i1i:zl¥Jl'lfck~m[ 
m½M'.7/( (*) 0£it~-

74) Chu-wen-kung wen-chi ;lJt-0:X*, the ninety-seventh chuan ~' [l11t (y..9:+i!:) 0::/iH:A:
Ch'eng-ch'i-chi ~~*' the one hundred and twenty-fifth chu4n ~' £i,ttti*3.!l!fiif~. 

75) Chu-wen-kung wen-chi .$1(:X0:X*, the ninety-third chilan 5ffi, 1I:f;-y~y~µ£t;ttt. 
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Ch'en Chun-ch'ing, ~t1&YW6) at the beginning of South Sung, it 1s claimed that 
his ancestors had originally lived in Ying-ch'uan *l) 11, of whom in the civil war 
of Yung-chia chung-lang-chiang q=iE/GJl1 K'uei ~' the grandson of t'ai-wei 7tW 
Ch'en Chun !~~' migrated to Ch'uan-chiang ;}'.R_yI in the south (Sui-ch'uan
hsien ~Jll~\% in Kiangsi. Province); apart from this, it is said that, after the 
T'ang and Five-Dynasty period, Ch'iao-hang J!Ji-vt:, the 22nd generation descen
dant of the t'ai-wei, first resided at P'u-t'ien; since the 1-kung ifr0-, Ch'en Chun
ch'ing's great grandfather, the family liked to do charity; he himself passed the 
chin-shih examination during the Shao-hsing *-B~ era and rose to a high position. 
Another record says that Ch'iao-hang, the 12th generation, first appears in 
inscriptions, but the time too remote for details. It seems that the family had 
become gradually powerful since about the time of his great grandfather until 
he came to be an official. Chang Wei '.H.~*-lm was a man of Chien-p'u ~f,flim 
of Nan-chien-chou Pf:fi"M'M; his was a rich family reputed for charity works; 
neither his great grandfather, grandfather, nor father served the government ; 
Chang Wei himself passed the chin-shih examination in the Shao-hsing era. 
The ancestors of Huang Yu ji!i~78) were originally people of Chang-lo ~~~ of 
Fu-chou, but later migrated to the east of the city of Fu-chou and setted down 
at Min-hsien; this took place six generations before the time of Huang Yu; 
neither Hui {I, his great grandfather, nor Shih ~' grandfather, served the 
government; Nan-chung Pf:f{q:r, father, had tried the li-pu wt~~ examination 7 
times, but had failed every time; Huang Yu himself passed the chin-shih ex
amination in the Shao-hsing era and became an official. Moreover, Lu T'ang ~t*79l, a man of Chien-an of Chien-chou, entered the t'ai-hsileh j(~ (Academy 
76) 

77) 
78) 

79) 

Ch'eng-ch'i-chi ~~*' the one hundred and twenty-third chilan ~' £~ii;~l-0{~y~p. Chu-wen-kung wen-chi *)(-0JtJ~, the ninety-sixth chilan ~' fi#:T\ is another description. ~t{~P~P~ describes that Cheng ,il: in the nineteenth generation from the transfer to the South of the Chin~ dynasty and Chiao-hang ~m in the twenty-second generation appear for the first time in the epitaph, but they are not known in detail from the descr.iption because of the long distance of age. It also describes that Ch'en-kung's ~!-0- family likes to practice charity since I-kung's r.R"-0 (his great grand father) days. 
Chu-wen-kung wen-chi *)(-0)(*, the ninety-third chilan ~' 5! (~) -0£~~
Chu-wen-kung wen-chi *J'.(-0)'.(*, the ninety-third chilan ~' Jlf)lffx~ (~) -0£~~ reads: 
J'tfilzwi1'l'ltlt~~. 1ftl:J1J€*lii,uJtZAt, ~~~A:t-:·[it~, 1®"lfili.1ilf!El.~~1±, Y:ffi1q:r-tBt~ t!ltf~:f{!i!§, tJ-0io(Jffi"'f§, ~)(. 
F'ei-jan-chi ~~~' the thirtieth chilan ~' !lm~1l: reads: ijH[,1~3i::A, *~:i:, • • • • • • 
retEir~t~~3I~nt-Fsi, ».7.t~-ii\~~. ~~ · · · · · ii-0~mHFLI~, J!!Jltrltttttz, %n~' ilHnffi/i)HJtA~-fl!I, · · · · · · *Aa~WFJ=iFi,mffj~~~. ~!~-08, ~~:t11w~wl-~±-tg, tJ "#..-f;t;~z, ~~'.f¥E~;&;--=rzr~, · · · · ~;IfilIIN+*14~, ~st~J!JAAtJ!w~, JI§~, ~~~J¥z, · · · · · · i1J1J:1Jrn~%1!, 11U-HJH&±, ~§./:t~tf~f.tmlrs, ~i:riLW:0f!JJJx, f~.±)(1f1, *J~~ii., 3t::ifEil@fi)(if?i, f/i'l§~Ji, ~s~ij:t~, ~1.±ffi~, -5-i)fiztrnim.WiB, *~:;g~~ tWJ!JHI, ~tlm;it~JJ:/TI~, · · · · · · i:rzRi'f-0~srn1~~1trr'.rL~~. ~~m·~~miiJ, x ·l:M~1J, ~AE:t~:~rn ~. B ~Bjl1jz, ~X:k~, ttJ.t:fn&eii~, 1iliffl~7!x~, ~*ffi~, ~~·i'fi=.'iµ:J;JJPJJ:fx'.Ji: ...... . 
He could not pass the k'o-chii f4~ examination after all efforts. He became sometimes a middleman and was censured. Later he lost confidence in the k'o-chii examination and entered government service from a different line. At the beginning of South Sung ffi71~, his dismissal from office was informed to the Emperor, and he gave up his promotion and intended to begin life as a warrior. It is interesting to know his life which is an example how those who failed the k'o-chi.l examination lived. 
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and married the second daughter of Yang Kung-chia m.z:.-J& ; but as he failed 
to pass the chin-shih examination though he had reached forty years of age, he 
supported himself as a trader, thus drawing criticisms from the intelligent 
public. These cases of Huang Nan-chung and Lu T'ang, as well as the previ
ously cited case of Chiang Ch'ing-ch'ing, demonstrate the importance of and 
difficulty in passing the chin-shih examination in order to become an official 
and lead a family to prosperity. Especially, Lu T'ang's deserves attention as a 
case in which one, after despairing of passing the examination, took to trade 
as a means of gaining profit. 

Besides, there are some bureaucratic families who rose in this district, 
· but had moved elsewhere before tombstone inscriptions were written. As 

previously mentioned as a case in which a family migrated to Fukien from 
another district, the family of Chang Tsai ~~Bo), as stated, had produced of
ficials, ever since the appointment of his great grandfather during the South 

T'ang period, when his grandfather Chang Fang ~M was a li-pin fu-shih /lil~ 
IIJ1i; the family moved to Wu-hsien ::!:R:~ of Su-chou. The tombstone inscription 
for Chang Chung ~~' the younger brother of Chang Tsai, says that ones who 
had emigrated to P'ing-chiang 2:fiiI were most eminent. As for Wu Shun-chih 
:§R.:/illtz.8 D of the late North Sung and early South Sung, it is said that his 
ancestors were people of Chien-an; Wu Fang JJJ.:jj, his great grandfather passed 

the chin-shih examination along with his brothers during the T'ien-sheng )(~ 
era and was appointed an official: An-hsing ~11', grandfather, was a tso-ch'ao-i 
tai-fu E:¥Jl~::k5'(; and Shih 1.l;l, father, was a hsien-ch'eng of San-yi.ian-hsien .=: 
m(~; Wu Shun-chih himself was appointed on account of his grandfather. 
Since in the meanwhile the elder brother of the great grandfather had his 
father buried in Cheng-chou j[~fM, and Ch'ung Jf, the younger brother was 
also buried in K'ai-feng, a number of the Wu families in Chien-an had their 
domiciles registered in the north; for this reason, Wu Shun-chih too had become 
a man of Lo-yang. And as for Fan Ju-kuei f'e::?zp* 82

), a man of Chien-yang
hsien of Chien-chou, it is said that neither Li-ch'ien J1i~t, his great grandfather, 
nor Pu-chih #HZ, grandfather, served the goverment, but lived in retirement; 

. 80) Hung Ch'ing chil-shilz wen-chi Al~J@±J'.(~, the thirty-third chilan ~' 5t~Mzic~A$.:k:;K$: 
(*$) 0£1·Ut · 

81) Sheng-ch'i-wen-kao ~JfJ'.(~, the thirty-first chilan ~' ftj¥fj,[,J:t:~'.f~J5)1~tz.:JJ;-t,M:;. 
82) Chu-wen-kung wen-chi 5ltJ'.(1}J'.(~, the eighty-nineth chilan ~' ffi (tm-::E) 0Wi11ilin.li! reads: 

ijHl'l~~~A, ~.:k~-t~~itFF1±, ~~~fr§IH1t±~, -'ii:.k · 
Ibid., the ninety-fourth chilan ~' ffi~M (~-::£) **E reads: ~.:k~Jfi~X:X:fffiZ, :X:~ 
~t£$l~, .:k:X:tJJ::.fil*~v-l'l~~~~zEBW, jt.:k::Kfr§5~'8I, W;~§fuf~'.IJ'mi'~l~Wf-A, -ii:.k. 
Only Fan Ju-kuei ffitm* is described in Sung-shih *lt:., the two hundred and eighty
first chilan ~' *fi, according to which he learned from his wife, a daughter of Hu 
An-kuo tif.l~m, a famous scholar. 
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Shun-chii ~~' father, passed the chin-shih examination, served as an official 
and settled down at Ching-men-chiin mJM]I[; at the beginning of South Sung, 
Fan Ju-kuei himself also passed the examination in the category i-k'o Z)f4. 
Judging from this, his father must have become an official some time toward 
the end of the North Sung period. Moreover, there are still some families who 
had migrated somewhere a great deal before and then rose to bureaucracy; 
but it would be more proper to ref er to them in a disccussion of the districts 
to which they migrated. 83) 

From these records it seems that some Fukienese natives succeeded as of
ficials at the beginning of the Sung period, more after the middle of the period, 
and still more at the South Sung period. It is to be noticed that every one of 
them, in first rising to bureaucracy, had to go through the chin-shih examination. 
The reason why most of them came from Chien-chou is probably because, as 
discussed some paragraphs above, Chien-chou was an important but remote city 
in the interior and did not enjoy such historical relations as Fu-chou and Ch'iian
chou had with Wang Shen-chih who had migrated there from Honan to found 
a kingdom accompanied by a large number of immigrants, thus creating a 
situation favorable for the natives who wanted to claim their Chinese descent, 
while Chien-chou had few such Chinese immigrants, suppling its natives with no 
convenience for the forgery of their genealogies and forcing them to admit the 
historical fact. 

IV. Those Who Passed State Examinations 

and Their Genealogies 

From the foregoing we have seen that many of the newly-risen bureaucrats 
in the Fukien region had passed the State examinations, mostly the chin-shih 
examination, to rise to the bureaucracy, and that once a man was appointed 
an official, in a large number of cases, the status was quite often continued for 

83) According to Fu-hsi-chi ~~*' the twenty-seventh chuan ~' ,ffi"i;:7(q:t7(~~* (&:$) 
;@;jftMS, Ch'en Yen-kung ~jg1ft lived at the end of Sung *· His ancestor settled 
at P'u-yang 'f:i~j in Min fflm and later moved to Ku-su tfi!i"~ (Wu-hsien ~W,j of Kiangsu). 
His great grandfather, Chiang*-, became tso-ssu-chien ir:"i§'.l~ in the reign of Chen-tsung ~*· Both his grandfather, Tung-chih ltJZ, and his father, T'ung {~, were officials. 
T'ung lived in the reign of Shen-tsung ifi!I!* and died in the Chien-yen ~~ era of 
South Sung ffi3t;::. His son also entered government service. 

According to Kung-k'uei-chi Jj1J;ig*, the ninety-fifth chilan ~' i!~M0tU~i ({~~) 
•:.2Jrt1~E'li!, an ancestor in the eighth generation of Ch'en Fu-liang ~j{~~ who was a 
famous bureaucrat at the beginning of South Sung moved from Min 1Mf to Fan-yu-hsiang 
~fl®J~~, Jui-an-hsien Jffit*Wl, Wen-chou rlliU+!. He entered government service and made 
his fortune. 
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two generations or more. However, what affords a more concrete key in this 
field is the Jen-wu-lei k'o-ming-piao included in the Ch'un-hsi San-shan-chih (Bk. 
26 ff.), a topography of Fu-chou. This includes not only the names of those 
who passed the chin-shih examination, the examinations of other categories (chu
k'o ~t;J4) arid the names of those especially recommended (t'e-tsou-ming f;!y*~) 
since the 5th year of the Yiian-feng era (1082) under the reign of Shen-tsung, 
but also the denominations-fathers, sons, brothers, nephews, and other blood 
relationships. The following table is based upon this k'o-ming-piao and indicates 
first the numbers of those who passed the chin-shih and other examinations, 
along with the t'e-tsou-ming for reference, arranging them according to each reign 
of North· Sung emperors under which they succeeded in the examinations ; next 
those who passed the State examinations for first time in their family and 
provided successors for two or more generations, diagrammed in two classes, 
direct descendants and collateral descendants, brothers being given in a separate 
column; and finally the numbers of those who passed the State examination 
and who belong to the families which produced successful examinees for more 
than two generations, also similarly classified and diagrammed, along with the 
ratios with the total numbers of the above-mentioned successful examinees.84

) 

The figures in parentheses in Column B indicate the cases interrupted with 
breaks among the total numbers of direct descendants who produced successful 
examinees for more than two generations. The figures in parentheses in Column B 
indicate the cases in which the following successful examinees are represented 
as great grand-nephews. The figures in circles in Column C indicate the cases 
represented as great grand-nephews and second cousins, descendants, third cousins, 
clansmen, grandsons of a third cousin, etc. 

According to this table, until the middle of the North Sung period, the 
reign of Jen-tsung which was the longest, those who passed the chin-shih ex
amination overwhelmingly outnumber others. After that, those of other categories 
of examination increased, but those of the chin-shih decreased. After Che-tsung 
m-*, those of other categories are missing. This is probably due to the revision, 
during the reign of Shen-tsung, of the system of the State examination and 
education, the combination of the chin-shih and chu-k'o examinations (though 

84) In f41s{~ of Ch'wz-hsi san-shan-chih yf~R.=:.LU~, Lin Chi #~ who is Lin Ti's T*Jm 
father is not found among successful candidates in Ytian-yu JGTI!ti 6 (1091), and neither 
Hsil Yen ~~ who is Hsu Ho's ~1t father nor Ch'en Jung ~~ who is younger 
brother of Ch'en Weng ~t~ is found among successful candidates in Shao-sheng *jgM 1 
(1094) and in Hstian-ho 1\rfl:J 3 (1121) respectively. 

Chu Ting-ch'en $Jcf1earl-Ei£ who is Chu Ting-hsieh's ;,lc::~ffi! uncle and a successful 
candidate in Ch'ung-ning ** 5 (1106) is supposed to be a mistake of Chu Chi-ch'en 
*'f:Hi who is a successful candidate in Hsi-ning Jg* 3 (1070), and the author omitted 
the both. 
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the latter was partly restored later), and also due to the introduction of the san
she-fa .::::¾½f.~ for the purpose of intensification of school education. 

Consequently, the number of the chin-shih examinees increased after the 
reign of Che-tsung, especially during the reign of Hui-tsung the number more 
than doubled that during the reign of Jen-tsung and even exceeded the sum 
total of those from the reign of Jen-tsung to that of Che-tsung. The t'e-tsou
ming represent only those after the reign of Shen-tsung.85 ) They again increased 
a great deal under the reign of Hui-tsung. If both the chin-shih and the t'e-tsou
ming under the reign of Hui-tsung are combined, the number is almost 400; it 
is evident that the system was extremely abused. What deserves our attention 
is those who passed the State examination for the first time and brought the 
family to the bureaucratic status, and whose sons, grand-children, or others 
passed the State examination for more than 2 generations. According to the Line 
B of the table, those in direct lines increased gradually after the reign of T'ai
tsung, with good many under the reigns of Jen-tsung and Shen-tsung. This 
reflects an increase of those who newly rose to bureaucracy in the Fu-chou 
region in those days. A considerable decrease of the number under the reign of Hui
tsung toward the end of North Sung period is because the table does not include 
those whose descendants passed the examinations. That there were many of 
them may be guessed from the fact that during the reign of Hui-tsung there 
were considerably more brothers who passed the examination compared with 
those under other reigns. Next, the number of those who served for more than 
2 generations was considerably large under the reign of Jen-tsung; it was a 
little less under the reign of Che-tsung; and under the reign of Hui-tsung larger 
than the total of those under the two reigns. If you come to think that these, 
including the brothers, are centered round the officials for more 2 generations, 
you will find here a material for supposing the stabilization of the bureaucracy 
toward the end of North Sung. Again in the reign of Hui-tsung, not only 
nephews but also rather distant relatives such as cousins, second cousins, nephew's 
sons, distant cousins, etc., considerably increase. This shows a tendency to grant 
blood relatives the qualifications abusively as well as an aspect of clannish unity 
intensified in the form of making inroads into the government personnel. The 
ratio D/ A is exceptionally as high as 50% at the time of T'ai-tsung; under the 
other reigns, the ratio is naturally lower; yet under the regime of Jen-tsung 
and Shen-tsung it reachs 30%. If those in collateral lines are added, the ratio 
will be higher under the reign of Che-tsung; if the reign of Ying-tsung with 
the fewest years in power is excepted, the reign of Jen-tsung comes next in 
order, with 50%. That it is so low under the reign of Hui-tsung, is 

85) T'e-tsou-ming f~*i; were described from Yiian-feng :5tll! 5 (1082) under the reign of 
Shen-tsung IBffl*, and the reason of its description is : ::l!~!tt~l!iSfrtrl=~f~*::g; 
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chiefly due to the fact that, as previously mentioned, the table does not extend 
itself beyond the last days of North Sung. 

Among these, those which extend for 4 generations (including collatetrl lines) 

are Li Ya-hsun *27M.f, Liu Jo-hsu JUE~, Liu T'ien-hsi JU:X~, Ch'en Chien
neng ~trfrHJ~, Lin Kao #~, Ch'en Hsiang ~t~, and Brothers Lu Kuang and 
Lu I; those extending for 3 generations number about twice as many. Single 
families producing 5 or 6 men who passed the examination include those of Li 
Ya-hsun, P'an Ch'u tiltffi, Liu Pi Jil1@, Yu Ch'ing ~iW, Ts'ui Teng m?Iit, 
Huang Min fi.-»JX and Ch'en Kung-ch'i ~t0ff; Lin Kao's family produced 12 
persons; Lu Kuang's produced even 13 persons.86) 3 or 4 brothers who passed 

the examination were the four grandsons of Lin Kao, Chu Min-chung *4ti:ii:J=r 
and his three brothers, the three grandsons of Han P'ing ~N, the three grand
sons of Lu I, Liu I-chien J1J~1'1 and his two brothers, Ch'en Hsiang-tao ~f,if=f::il)t 
and his two brothers, Ch'en Kung-ch'i ~t0ff and his two brothers, and Huang 
T'ang-tso ~m16: and his two brothers. 

As for the length of time through which the families prospered, of the 4 
families which produced successful examinees under the reign of T'ai-tsung and 
continued to produce for more than 2 generations, the families of Lj Ya-hsun 
of the 1st year of the Tuan-kung llJM#t (988), and of Li T'an-jan *ffif't of the 
1st year of Ch'un-hua 1¥1-t (990), though the latter has a break in the interval, 
continued to produce successful examinees until the reign of Hui-tsung at the 
end of North Sung. Again, as those who produced successful examinees under 
the reign of Chen-tsung and also under the following reign of Jen-tsung, we 
find the families of Lin Hsiu-fu #it~ of the 3rd year of Hsien-p'ing MZ.z:is. 
(1000) and Wang P'ing 3:.zp. of the 3rd year of T'ien-hsi :XJit§. (1019); and all 
the rest of those families which produced their first successful examinees under 
the reign of Chen-tsung kept going on until the reign of Hui-tsung at the end 
of North Sung; the descendant of Ch'en Chien-neng ~tlffifm of the 5th year of 
Ta-chung-hsiang-fu 7(!:pflf~q (1012) is recorded as a kinsman of his grandson, 
and that of Lin Kao of the 8th year of the Ta-chung-hsiang-fu (1015), as a grand
son of his nephew; and other families continued until the reign of Che-tsung. 

Under the reign of Jen-tsung, the number of such hereditary successful examinees 
considerably increased; among the families which produced their first sucessful 
examinees under that reign, we find those of Chang Wu 3:&:tK of the 2nd year 
of T'ien-sheng :X~ (1024), Wu Chun-yu ~B:®i of the 1st year of Huang-yu 
.¥mt:i (1049), and his brother, and Li P'ing $Zp- of the 5th year of T'ien-sheng 
(1027) and his son; the families which continued to produce successful examinees 
until the reign of Che-tsung were those of Chan Yu ~llfu- of the 5th year of 

86) See notes 17 and 34. Epitaphs and inscription of tombstones which appeared in the 
the notes are not to be redescribed, if not indispensable. 
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Ching-yu ~ffiti (1038), Ch'en Ku f~~ of the 6th year of Ch'ing-li J!l~ (1046) 
and his son, Li Fu $11 of the 1st year of Huang-yu (1046) and his son, Lin Han 
#.~ of the .same year and his nephew, and Chang Chien-meng 5:&JF-l~ of the 
5th year of the same era (1053)-five in all. The other ten-odd families conti
nued to produce to the reign of Hui-tsung, including such as those of Chiang 
Chieh tI~f of the 5th year of the T'ien-sheng era (1027) lasted until the 
reign of Ying-tsung, Cheng Chu j!)~ of the 1st year of the Ching-yu era (1034) 
until the reign of Che-tsung, Wu Chou-ch'ing ~fiif_mp of the 5th year of the 
Huang-yu era (1053) until the reign of Shen-tsung, and Cheng Yun j~ti o1 
the 4th year of the Chia-yu ~jjj;fy era (1059) until the reign of Che-tsung, with 
a t'e-tsou-ming during the reign of Hui-tsung for each one of them. Under the 
reign of Ying-tsung, there appeared three families which produced their. first 
successful examinees with the sons who passed the examination until the reign 
of Che-tsung, and three which produced the firsts with the sons, sons of nephew 
or the grandsons until the reign of Hui-tsung. After the reign of Shen-tsung, 
many continued until the reign of Hui-tsung; not only those in the reign of Hui
tsung, but also those in the previous reign of Che-tsung, covered, as a rule, with two 
generations the time to the end of North Sung. It would be rather dangerous 
to draw a hasty conclusion from the above-discussed phenomenon, for it is pos
sible that some families which arose in the earlier part of the Sung period but 
cannot be traced down to the end of North Sung, took advantage of the system 
of special appointment on account of the ancestors' meritorious services; however, 
judging from the fact that there were a considerable number of the families 
which had to resort to the t'e-tsou-ming system in keeping up themselves until 
the end of North Sung, it may be safe to guess that many of them had gone 
downhill. This is confirmed by the tombstone inscriptions to be ref erred to 
later on. On the other hand, it is certain that many continued until the end of 
North Sung, especially those posterior to the reign of Shen-tsung. When this 
is considered in connection with the above-stated fact that more than 40 % of 
the ones who passed the examinations toward the end of North Sung, were 
those who continued for more than 2 generations in the direct line as well as 
the collateral, it is evident that the consolidation of the bureaucratic stratum had 
considerably advanced by the end of North Sung. 

The foregoing is what has been learned from those who passed the State 
examinations in Fu-chou. In order to investigate the matter in the other regions, 
we may once more take up the tombstone inscriptions in Fukien and examine 
and supplement the items concerning the descendants proviously omitted, inclu
ding those appointed on account of their ancestors and other privileges. 

Among those recorded as immigrants, there are about ten families from 
Kuang-chou of Honan, of which those who continued till the end of North 
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Sung were two, namely the families of Cheng Chieh and Wu Sheng-tien; and 
if those who then rose as military men, namely Liu Kuang and Su I, are ad
ded, the number will be four. The two latter families date from the end of 
T'ang or the Five-Dynasty period, and Cheng Chieh's also dates from ·about 
the middle of Sung. Those recorded as immigrants from the regions other 
than Kuang-chou number about fifteen; those who lasted until the last days of 
North Sung were Liu Jo-hsii, Huang Jen-tao, Lin Chi, Cheng Chieh, Fu Chi, 
Huang Chung-hsien, Hu An-kuo and Sheh Yung; the family of Liu Jo-hsii 
dates from the Last T'ang and Five-Dynasty period and that of Sheh Yung from 
the beginning of Sung. Among those who, officially transferred, settled down, 
we find Ch'en Ch'iao, Liu Tsung, P'an Ch'ang-yen and Li Ch'u-tao :$~~; as 
to the last it is written that their sons were . students or were 'chu-chin-shih ~ 
:if!±', suggesting that those who are said to be the 'chu-chin-shih' most probably 
were appointed as officials. Among those, native officials number over twenty, 
of whom those who lasted until the last days of Sung include the families of 
Huang Tzu-yu, Ch'en Yen-kung, Wu Shun-chih, Huang Jen-chien, Weng Yen
shen, Hsieh Fu, Lin Hsiao-tse and Chiang Ch'i; Huang Tzu-yu's and Ch'en 
Yen-kung's continued from the beginning of Sung, and Huang Jen-chien's and 
Wu Shun-chih's from the middle of the regime. 

Let us study this a little more concretely. Wang Yen-ssu of the Five-Dynasty 
and Early-Sung period was a nephew of Wang Shen-chih and had a grandson 
who passed the chin-shih examination toward the end of Jen-tsung's reign. Liu 
J o-hsii is reported to be from a bureaucratic family lasting since the T'.ang and 
Five-Dynasty period.87) As for the dates of the families' rise to bureaucracy, 
Chang Mien's, a contemporary of Liu J o-hsii, was some time prior to his grand
father; Li Hsu-chou's of the time of Chen-tsung and J eri-tsung was his father's 
generation; Fang Chieh's of the same time and Brothers Lu Kuang and Lu 
I's and Wang Hui's of the time of Jen-tsung were their great-grandf'athers' 
generation; and Su Sung's was the generation of his great-great-grandfather who 
had held civil and military offices in the Five-Dynasty period. ss) Except Li 
Hsii-chou who was through the influence of his father who had passed the chin
shih examination and had been appointed an official, all the rest passed the chin
shih examination themselves. A son of Lu Kuang was appointed on account 
of the father's services and Hsien-yilan T!:51:, son of Lu I, passed the chin-shih 
examination. The sons of Li Hsil-chou and Fang Chieh also became officials. 
Wang Hui's family can be traced down to his nephew who passed the chin-shih 
examination and became an official. Therefore, it may be seen that they lasted 

87) See note 86. 
88) See notes 37, 18, 36, 16, 9, 10, 11, 19, 20 and 21. 
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as bureacratic families for a considerable length of time, though little is known 

about them toward the end of North Sung. Again, Ch'en Shih-ch'ing of 

about the time of Chen-tsung, and Ch'en Hsiang and Cheng Mu of about 

the time of Jen-tsung all passed the chin-shih examination; Ch'en Hsiang's 

father was appointed an official; Ch'en Shih-ch'ing's father was so eminent a 

man that he was posthumously called Wen-yu-kung :5(-#;0; Ch'en Hsiang and 

the rest had their sons appointed as officials; and Chang Tsai was of a family 

which had always produced officials since his great grandfather.89) Though 

lasted for a long time, it seems that their conditions at the end of North Sung 

are not definitely known. 

Since, however, the above-mentioned Li Hsi.i-chou had the sons K'uan '.ff[ 

who became ssu-hsun yuan-wai-lang '§'J~J~Jj~~B t'i-tien Ching-hu-pei-lu hsing-yu 

mt~Wu?iJtltKt3flJJ~, and Ting 5€ who became k'u-pu yiian-wai-lang ~:g:~~J~~B 
chih-N an-k'ang-chiln ffi/¥f ~'.JJ, it is most probable that the sons of these sons also 

succeeded as officials until the end of the Sung period. Especially, it is known 

that Liu J o-hsi.i, according to the tombstone inscription of his grandson Keng

fu ~fr of about the reign of Shen-tsung, had a great grandson who became 

an official. Along with this family, the family of Su Sung, whose father had 

been recommended for hsien-liang-fang-cheng Jf N.nJE, prospered till the end of 

North Sung. Su Sung became Prime Minister to Che-tsung; not only he had 

6 sons and 5 grandsons. who became officials, but his son Hsi Hi was appointed 

an official on account of the father;. also appointed officials were Hsi's sons, 

grandsons, and great-grandson Su Pi Ji:E.lt who was appointed on account of his 

ancestors an9- died during the Shao-hsi *BJq~ era (1190-1194), and his son. As 

for Sheh Yu lU/!9O), not only he, but his great great grand-father also had passed 

the chin-.shih examination in. the reign of Chen-tsung, and every member of the 

family, except his father who happened to live at the end of North Sung, 

became an official. Again, of such people as Huang Jen-tao and Lin Chi who 

passed the chin-shih examination during the reign of Jen-tsung, Cheng Chieh 

during the reign of Ying-tsung, Wu Sheng-tien and Fu Chi during the reign of 

Shen-tsung, and Huang Chung-hsien and Hu An':'kuo during the reign of Che

tsung.91) Huang Jen-tao had a grandfather who had passed the chin-shih ex

amination; Cheng Chieh had a father who had been appointed an official with 

wu-ching ch'u-shen EJ~lli~; Hu An-kuo had a father who had been appointed 

a hsuan-i-lang '@r ~~B ; also as for their sons, like Fu Chi's son who passed the 

examination, most of them were appointed as officials. As Cheng Chieh's son 

died young, his grandson was appointed an official, thus keeping up the family 

89) See notes 35, 25, 26, 22 and 45. 
90) See note 41. 
91) See notes 46, 53, 24, 29, 12, 44 and 40. 
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until the end of Sung. The father of Sheh Fen92) of the end of North Sung 
and at the beginning of South Sung, passed the chin-shih examination in the 
category chia-k'o; Sheh Fen himself failed twice in the examination, but was 
appointed on account of his father, and his descendants also served as officials. 

Now let us turn to the natives of this region. The ancestor of Ch'en Te
ch'eng ~JMint of the Five-Dynasty period first rose as a soldier: his son became 
an official of South T'ang. As for Wu Ch'u-shih of the early Sung period, 
his ancestor served the South T'ang regime during the Five-Dynasty period; 
his father held several posts in the Sung regime; he himself lost his father 
early and did not serve as an official, but his son became an official. Again, 
Chiang Wen-wei also beacame a high official under the South T'ang regime, so 
did his son. However, nothing is known about the later history of these families. 93 ) 

Also Chang Shih, Ch'en Chu, Yu Tso and Ch'en Ch'i94l who respectively passed 
the chin-shih examination under the reigns of Chen-tsung, Jen-tsung, and Shen
tsung, became officials along with their sons. Especially, as Chang Shih's son 
passed the chin-shih examination, and his grandfather and father had also been 
appointed as officials, it seems that the family had prospered ever since the Five
Dynasty period or the beginning of the Sung period. Again, it was probably 
the case with Chang Yu-chih of about the reign of Jen-tsung; he did not serve 
as an official, but his son did.95) 

Apart from these families, Huang Tzu-yu96), a man of the South Sung 
period, was from a family which had served as officials since the Five-Dynasty 
or Early Sung; his 4th generation ancestor of the time of Chen-tsung, great 
grandfather, and grandfather had all passed the chin-shih examination, and his 
descendants also became officials and were one of the leading families for a long 
time. As for the family of Ts'ai Hsiang97) who passed the chin-shih examination 
during the reign of Jen-tsung, his descendants for 5 generations until Ts'ai Tuan, 
his grand-son, and great grand-son, extending into the South Sung period, became 
chin-shih officials as many as eight members of the family. The great-grandfather 
of Ch'en Yen-kung98) of the last days of the North Sung regime, had passed 
the chin-shih examination under the reign of Chen-tsung and appointed an 
official, and Yen-kung's son also became an official. His contemporary Wu Shun
chih also had a great-grandfather who became an official under the reign of 
Jen-tsung. The family of Huang .Jen-chien fiCf~ of the South Sung regime 

92) See note 4 7. 
93) See notes 62, 64 and 63. 
94) See notes 67, 68 and 70. 
95) See note 65. 
96) See note 66. 
97) See note 69. 
98) See note 83 and 81. 
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had produced officials in every generation ever since his great-great-grandfather 

was appointed in the reign of Jen-tsung. The family of Chiang Ch'ing-ch'ing 

had been officials since his great gandfather. These are the families of which 

dates of origin go back quite far. What may be pointed out from these examples 

is that, apart from a few since the Five-Dynasty or Early Sung period, there 

are, generally speaking, not too many to be traced down to the end of North 

Sung among the families which arose at early times, while those increase among 

the families which arose at later times; this phenomenon resembles somewhat 

to what has been observed in the case of Fu-chou. The reason why little is 

known about the descendants of many men who rose to bureaucracy under the 

reign of Jen-tsung, may be partly that more tombstone inscriptions were written 

under the same reign than at any other time. Some of the men, who passed 

the chin-shih examination and brought their families to prosperity, often had 

sons or grandsons who were appointed as officials on account of the ancestors. 

As a rule, the records describe the descendants rather briefly, except whether 

they were appointed officials or not. Therefore, the situation is not quite clear, 

yet it would seem that the system of the appointment on account ot ancestors' 

services as well as that of t'e-tsou-ming was utilized more frequently than imagined 

in maintaining their family status. 

Conclusion 

We have seen that during the civil war m the last days of the T'ang 

regime, Brothers Wang Ch'ao and Wang Shen-chih of the powerful families 

in Ku-shih-hsien of Kuang-chou in Honan, rose in arms, moved into Fukien 

and grew so powerful in Ch'iian-chou and Fu-chou that they finally succeeded 

in founding the Min Kingdom. Naturally, a large number of people of 

Honan, especially of the Kuang-chou. district, migrated to the two districts, 

Fu-chou and Ch'uan-chou, and also some others of other districts moved 

in, chiefly to the Chien-chou district during the civil war toward the end of the 

T'ang period and at the Five-Dynasty period. Among those people who came 

from districts other than Kuang-chou, there were some who might be regard.ed 

as descendants of the T'ang bureaucrats; but compared with those in the case 

of Szechwan, they were considerably fewer in number. Truth may be that the 

majority of the those who claimed to be immigrants were actually powerful 

families and farmers of the districts in their origin. 

A considerable number of families rose as solqiers centering round Min 

during the Five-Dynasty period; and whether in the sense of defending their 

home area or otherwise, a large number of men turned bureaucrats in the 

South T'ang period or at the beginning of the Sung period. It would seem 
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that they were seldom descendants of the T'ang soldiers. In the South T'ang 
period there appeared men who brought their families to eminence by becoming 
officials. This was also observed among the natives of Fukien as the chief dif
ference from the case of Min. It may be considered to reflect the growth of 
bureaucrats in the South T'ang period. However, as Sung rose in the north 
and unified the whole China, the Fukienese bureaucrats are rather trifling in 
number at the beginning of the regime, but increases from about the reigns of 
Jen-tsung and Shen-tsung to the end of North Sung and to South Sung; and 
at the latter part the records are much detailed in giving their previous abodes, 
dates of their migration, and numbers of their generations, sometimes claiming 
to be descendants of T'ang bureaucrats. This is probably because about that 
time there developed a tendency to value genealogies and this involved a number 
of cases of forgery. 

On the other hand, unlike the case of Szechwan, most of those described 
as natives of Fukien are from Chien-chou. This shows that, though in the 
previous case of Fu-chou and Ch'uan-chou so many migrated with Wang Shen
chih and others and in founding the Min Kingdom that the natives there were 
pushed aside by them, only a few actually moved into this district. The reason 
why Chien-chou had so overwhelmingly many who were recorded as natives, 
is that, as it had few historical incidents convenient for pretention as in Fu-chou 
and Ch'uan-chou, they had to admit their native origins. Viewed in this light, 
this will corroborate that some natives of Fu-chou and Ch'uan-chou had 
falsely claimed to be immigrants who had accompanied Wang Shen-chih and 
others from North China. 

Again, in the Sung period, passing the State examinations, especially the 
chin-shih examination, meant a great deal for the purpose of bringing a family 
to prosperity; for once a man rose to a fairly good post, his descendants, even 
his family members in a broader sense, could easily become officials by means 
of the appointment on account of ancestors or others. If we count in collateral 
lines, the family status would quite often extend for more than 2 generations. 
A study of the successful examinees from Fu-chou will show that such men 
reached abou 50 % ; and according to the tombstone inscriptions, it seems that 
their family status even more often lasted much longer, if the appointments 
on account of ancestors and others are counted in, this being the case, some 
families maintained their bureaucratic status from the Five-Dynasty period or 
the earliest part of the Sung period to the end of North Sung. Generally 
speaking, however, more families of the early period, it would seem, had declined 
by the end of North Sung. Nevertheless, after the reign of Shen-tsung, if an 
appointment lasted for more than 2 generations, the status generally lasted till 
the end of the North Sung regime. These newly-risen bureaucrats joined those 
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from earlier times, and the abuse of official appointments at the end of the 

Sung regime helped the consolidation of the bureaucratic stratum. 


